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Abstract
Adoption of wireless sensor network (WSN) technology could enable improved efficiency
across a variety of industries that include building ianageirient, agriculture, transportation,
and health care. Most of the technical challenges of WSNs can be linked to the stringent
energy constraints of each sensor node, where wireless communication and leakage energy are
the doninant components of active and idle energy costs. To address these two limitations,
this thesis adopts compressed sensing (CS) theory as a generic source coding framework to
minimize the transmitted data and proposes the use of micro-electro-mechanical (MEM)
relay technology to eliminate the idle leakage.
To assess the practicality of adopting CS as a source coding framework we examine the
inpact of finite resources, input noise, and wireless channel impairments on the compression
and reconstruction performance of CS. We show that CS, despite being a lossy compression
algorithm, can realize compression factors greater than loX with no loss in fidelity for sparse
signals quantized to medium resolutions. We also model the hardware costs for implement-
ing the CS encoder and results from a test chip designed in a 90 nm CMOS process that
consumes only 1.9 pW for operating frequencies below 20 kHz, verifies the models. The
encoder is desioned to enable continuous, on-the-fly compression that is demonstrated on
electroencephalography (EEG) and electrocardiogram (EKG) signals to show the applicabil-
ity of CS.
To address sub-threshold leakage, which limits the energy performance in CMOS-based
sensor nodes, we develop design methodologies towards leveraging the zero leakage char-
acteristics of MEM relays while overcoming their slower switching speeds. Projections on
scaled relay circuits show the potential for greater than loX improvements in energy effi-
cieicy over CMOS at up to 10-100 Mops for a variety of circuit sub-systems. Experimental
results demonstrating functionality for several circuit building blocks validate the viability
of the technology, while feedback from these results is used to refine the device design. In-
corporating all of the design elements, w present simnulation results for our most recent test
chip design which implements relay-based versions of the CS encoder circuits in a 0.25 jim
lithographic process showing 5X improvement over our 90 nm CMOS design.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In order for any technology to be relevant and practical, it must also be cost effective; this
usually implies scalability. The developnent of the semiconductor industry has revolved
around this principle and it has been a major reason behind the success of CMOS. Over the
past few decades, CMOS scaling and advancements in integrate(d circuit (IC) design have
progressively reduced the cost of data collection, computation, and communication. The
wireless sensor network (WSN) field has been one of the many applications eiable~d by the
miniaturization of CMOS., and now have emerged as a vital "green"' technology that could
enable efficiency across a variety of industries including building management , agriculture,
transportation, and health care [27-29]. However, to become a broad enabling technology
like CMOS, WSNs must also become a cost effective one, which requires design optimization
across several design layers from system protocols to device technology.
U 1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks
Figure 1-la illustrates the components of a generic WSN architecture. WSNs span a diverse
and broad application space that ranges between harsh (military) and benign (building mon-
itoring) environments, large (habitat nonitoring) and small (implantable medical devices)
spatial coverage, and static (home automation) and dynamic (animnal tracking) network con-
figurations [30-36]. The number of nodes in the network could be as small as 1 or in excess
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Figure 1-1: The wireless sensor network model (1-la) and communication protocol stack
(1-1b).
of 1000 and the protocol stack (Figure 1-1b) is as complicated as any other conunications
system but with far fewer available resources.
Although the applications are diverse, many of the technical challenges facing the field are
similar: data reliability, security, dynamic network configuration and node/network lifetime.
From the protocol layer down to the circuit level most of these challenges can be linked to
the stringent energy constraints of each sensor node [28,29,36 38]. Problems such as reliable
data delivery and security are common among many communications systems, but many of
the existing strategies for insuring reliable and secure data transfer are not directly applicable
to WSNs given the energy limitations at each sensor node [28,36]. In most applications, the
energy constraints are determined by either the cost or utility of the sensor node. Higher
energy consumption in the node results in more frequent node maintenance/replacement,
larger batteries or a shorter useful lifetime all of which equate to higher cost. For example,
even with a sensor lifetime of 10 years, a network with 4000 nodes, such as in a large office
building, requires on average a battery changed per day [39]. For patients who require
implantable medical devices, limiting the battery size and frequency of replacement reduce
costly surgeries and improves the quality of life. With the energy density of modern portable
batteries in the range of 1 W-hr/cc (Table 1.1), a 10 year device lifespan requires a sensor
Table 1.1: Energy Density of Batteries
Primary Rechargeable
Battery Type W-hr/kg W.hr/crn3 Battery Type W-hr/kg W-hr/cm3
Alkaline-Mn [40] 143 0.40 NiMH [40] 60 0.17
Lithiun-Mn [40] 230 0.55 NiCd [40] 49 0.12
Zinc-Air [40] 411 1.75 Lithium [41] 0.3
Alkaline [41] 0.33 NiMH [41] 0.24
Lithium [41] 0.8 NiCd [41] 0.18
Zinc-Air [41] 1.05 1
node to consume on the order of 10 pW of average power per cubic centimeter of battery
volume roughly the size of a lithium ion coin batterv. Since the battery typically dominates
the physical node size, energy consuniption can impose physical limnitat ions on the range of
applications even when cost is not an issue.
M 1.2 Area of Focus: Wireless Sensor Nodes
The technical challenges in WSNs are comnlonly due to the finite energy resources at the
sensor node. In its most primitive form, the function and purpose of a sensor node is
simply to sense and conunicate informatlion. The energy that is required to performr this
function can be viewed as having an active component proportional to the information it
must, communicate and an overhead or idle component. This thesis attempts to reduce
the cost of both of these components through a combination of techniques spanning signal
processing, circuit design and device technology.
* 1.2.1 Energy Consumption in Wireless Sensor Nodes
Figure 1-2 shows the typical functional subsystems within a wireless sensor node. The energy
costs for the major components are plotted in Figure 1-3 where results from both commercial
and academic sources are shown. As Figure 1-3 shows, in most modern wireless sensor
applications a majority of the energy consumption is attributable to communication; the cost
to wirelessly transmit data is orders of magnitude greater than for any other function [28,42-
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Figure 1-2: Block diagram of coinnrion functional blocks in a wireless sensor node
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Figure 1-3: Example energy-effhciencies of commercial [1-4] and academic sensor components
[5-18].
44]. With the exception of ultra-wideband (UWB) radios, which have limited range (< 10
in) and networking challenges, state-of-the-art radio transmitters exhibit energy efficiencies
in the nJ/bit range while every other component consumes at most only 10's of )J/bit.
To combat the relative expense of communication, energy saving schemes such as node duty
MICS
cycling, data aggregation and adaptive node selection can be employed at higher layers of the
protocol stack [45]. However, reducing energy costs in the underlying hardware will result in
savings and benefits that propagate throughout the system. The cost disparity between the
communication subsystem and the rest of the components indicates that whenever possible,
communication should be traded for computation. This implies that the adoption of some
computationally efficient data reduction strategy at the sensor node could have a dramatic
inipact on sensor node energy consumption.
0 1.2.2 Data Reduction in Wireless Sensor Nodes
In many WSN applications, the rate of information in the data that each sensor node cap-
tures is low, so there is typically an opportunity for data reduction. The existing strategies
for implementing data reduction at the sensor node can be classified into data filtering and
data compression techniques. Data filtering approaches largely revolve around detecting
and extract ing signal specific characteristics [46-49]. However, since such data reduction
techniques require decision making at the sensor, the filtered data often contains limited in-
formation. Approaches such as feature extraction require training, are usually signal specific
and typically provide only inferred macro level decisions based on the original signals [5,50].
Meanwhile, traditional data compression algorithms, both lossless and lossy, can require sig-
nificant hardware resources (memory and computation cycles) and error protection overhead
to insure reliable decoding [43]. For any strategy considered, there is a trade-off between
data reduction, robustness, implementation cost, aid the granularity of information cap-
tured. The goal of any scheme should be to minimize the net cost of data reduction and
transm ission while reliably preserving the necessary signal information.
E 1.2.3 Technology Limitations
Even when the information-proportional energy can be iniimized, there will still be a tech-
nology imposed limit on the minimum overhead energy to capture and process the data;
leakage power in memories alone can consumne the sensor node's power budget [44]. To (late,
the improvements in performance, cost and energy efficiency of ICs have been driven by
Table 1.2: Constant Field Scaling for MOSFETs
Device or Circuit Parameter Scaling Factor
Device dimension: to., LI W 1/
Supply Voltage (V) 1/K
Current (I) 1/K
Capacitance (C): eA/t 1/i
Delay: VC/I 1/K
Power: VI 1/K2
Power Density: VI/A 1
Energy: CV2 3
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Figure 1-4: The slowdown of threshold and supply voltage scaling in CMOS (Figure 1-4a)
corresponded with the increase in power density in microprocessors during the mid-to-late
1990's (Fig. 1-5b).
Gordon Moore's early projections of CMOS device scaling [51]. Until recently, the metal-
oxide-semiconductor field-effect-transistor (MOSFET) has roughly followed a constant field
scaling (Table 1.2) where the power lensity remained constant across technology nodes while
the energy scaled cubicly [52]. However, for technology nodes at 90 nm and below., thresh-
old voltages (VT) stopped scaling in order to limit the increasing proportion of sub-threshold
leakage current while supply voltages (Vo/)) stopped scaling in order to preserve performance
(Figure 1-4a). As a result, energy has scaled slowly with each subsequent technology node
while power density has actually increased.
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Figure 1-5: Example illustrating the impJact of p~arallelismu and future scalability. Para lelisir
enables lower energy per operation at the same throughput or more throughput for the
same power (Figure 1-5a). The limit to which parallelism can improve energy efficiency is
(leterininedl by the ininiuin energy p~oint for a given functioni (Figure 1-5b).
The inability to scale supply voltage coupled with a tightening circuit design space has
fo rcedl a ifl( e to architectural parallelismr to increase systemn performance while maintain ing
energy efficiency. As Figure 1-5a illustrates, the basic principle behind paralilelism is to
operate each functional unit at a lower supply volt age/energy and utilize multiple functional
units in parallel to recoup performance. This lowers the energy cost for each function while
mnaintaining the overall performanc'e. Alternatively, for the same total power budget, a higher
system throughput could be achieved. However, even when the desired function can be fully
parallelized, there is a, limitation to this ap)proach1 in CMOS due to sub-threshold leakage.
As Figure 1-5b shows, for a given CMOS functional unit, there is a well defined minimum
energy p~oint [55] at which an incremental decrease in leakage current is exactly offset 1)y
a correspondinig increase iii delay. For app~lications targeting low power, such as wireless
sensors, this mreans that there is a lower bound1( to the energy consumption per op~eration
regardless of how slow the circuits arc allowed to run [44]. For applications targeting high-
p~erformnance. it ineans that there is an upper bound 011 throughput for- a given power 1 .)ldget,
regardless of how much parallelism is em-ployed. For applications that are amniable to sleep
modes, power gating can also be used to improve the active versus leakage trade-off; power
gating has its own overhead costs (wake-up energy, decreased performance) however, and
can not eliminate the need to balance leakage energy when active. So as long as sub-
threshold leakage is present., parallelism, power gating, and other energy saving techniques
will eventually fail to provide a solution to power constrained CMOS designs. To address
this limitation, an alternative device technology with better energy trade-offs is required.
0 1.3 Thesis Contributions
This thesis develops circuit architectures based on analysis that spans algorithm, circuit
and device level hierarchies to address the energy consumption and lifetime requirements of
wireless sensor nodes. The main contributions in this thesis fall into two general categories:
data compression based on compressed sensing (CS) theory and circuit design with micro-
electro-mechanical (MEM) relays.
M 1.3.1 Application of Compressed Sensing for Data Compression
The first half of this thesis presents the design and implementation of a sensor architecture
based on the theory of CS that combines the positive qualities of existing data acquisition
and compression systems: it provides a flexible and general interface like an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), yet still enables data compression proportional to the signal information
content., which is consistent with the performance of source coding. For wireless sensor
applications, this combination of characteristics is particularly attractive as it would enable
a single hardware interface across many applications while simultaneously addressing the
energy cost of wireless transmission by mrinimizing the data transmitted.
The existing literature in CS has largely focused on developing theoretical bounds and
establishing the necessary and sufficient conditions under which the theory is applicable [56-
63]. However, there are only a handful of efforts aimed towards practical applications [64-68].
Of these works proposing CS for practical applications, only two [64,66] even consider the
hardware costs and only the latter [66] describes the details of hardware implementation
in an integrated circuit context. The contributions of this thesis fill the gaps in existing
literature in regards to determining the practical system performance trade-offs between
reconstruction and compression performance and their connections to implementation costs
over the broader design space. The specific contributions of this thesis towards this topic
are as follows:
1. Noise and CS Data Compression
This thesis first examines the practical applicability of CS as a general source en-
coder. Trade-offs )etween signal quality (reconstruction performance) and transmis-
sion energy (compression performance) are examined with practical implementation
impairments such as signal noise, signal quantization and measurement quantization
taken into consideration.
2. CS Over a Noisy Channel
Since many adaptive source coding algorithms are sensitive to channel errors, this
thesis investigates the robustness of CS signal recovery to channel noise. In particular.,
we propose less complex channel coding strategies that are specifically compatile with
CS and show their effectiveness. Although most- of the ideas and foundation for this
exploration had already been conceived., the results presented in this chapter would
not have been possible without the help of Fabian Lim and Omid Abari who helped
develop the simulation framework, collect the data and analyze the results.
3. Circuit Modeling Framework and Hardware Implementation of CS Front-ends
To understand the implementation costs of CS, a circuit modeling framework is devel-
oped that connects hardware costs to system specifications and technology parameters
and is a)plicable to any IC application seeking to adopt CS theory [69]. The circuit
models are then used to design and develop a CS encoding IC test chip in a 90 nm
CMOS process [25, 70]. The design of the test chip also introduces an efficient way
to dynamically generate the encoding/measurement matrix for CS. The measured re-
sults verify the CS architecture's ability to do in-place compression (no )uffering or
memory required) and signal recovery for various bio-physical signals, even with an
imperfect ADC front-end. The measured results also correlate well with circuit model
predictions and demonstrate the practicality of the CS based architecture.
m 1.3.2 Circuit Design with MEM Relays
The second half of this thesis focuses on addressing the energy efficiency limitations of
CMOS designs by exploring the use of MEM relays/switches as an alternative switching
device. From the standpoint of energy efficiency, MEM switches are attractive because they
exhibit immeasuraly low leakage in the off-state so there is no equivalent to sub-threshold
leakage in CMOS against which dynamic energy must be balanced. However, to date MEM
switches have not garnered much attention for general purpose logic because their switching
speeds are many orders of magnitude slower than CMOS transistors. The work in this thesis
develops a methodology and infrastructure towards leveraging the leakage characteristics of
MEM switches while overcoming their slower switching speeds.
This effort towards developing a MEM switch technology and its supporting infrastruc-
ture is a multi-university collaboration of over a dozen students and faculty meibers span-
ning circuit and device specialties.' The results described here would not have been possible
without their help. Specific contributions from individuals will be acknowledged as appro-
priate in the text. The contributions of this thesis towards this project are described as
follows:
1. Design and Analysis of MEM Switch Circuits
This work first revisits the application space for MEM relays to show that MEM relay
based circuits could enable 1OX improvements in energy efficiency over CMOS across
a variety of VLSI systems. We then reexamine the device characteristics of MEM
'The collaborators include students and faculty from MIT. UC-Berkeley and UCLA.
" Faculty: Elad Alon (Berkeley). Tsu-Jae King Liu (Berkeley), Dejan Markovi6 (UCLA), Vladimir
Stojanovid (MIT)
* Students:
Berkeley: lei (Anderson) Kam, Rhesa Nathanael, Jaeseok Jeon., Matt Spencer., Abhinav Gupta,
Vincent Pott
UCLA: Chengcheng Wang, Kevin Dwan
MIT: Fred Chen, Hossein Fariborzi
switches to develop a a set of circuit design principles that are specifically geared
towards relay devices [26]. We show that by adopting this approach we can reduce the
performance and area gap with respect to CMOS by over an order of magnitude while
maintaining the energy benefits. This general design approach lays the groundwork for
building a variety of oth(r circuit sub-systens which exhibit similar energy-efficiency
benefits.
2. Circuit Driven Device Design
Experimental verification showing functionality of several circuit building blocks is
denionstrated [23]. As a result of the experimental results, evolutionary changes to
the original MEM switch device are proposed that improve performance and reduce
the relative overhead of MEM based circuits. Based on the developed design principles
and evolved device design, the CS encoder circuits are designed in a 0.25 pm relay
process and their simulated performance are shown to meet or exceed current CMOS
metrics despite being in an older technology and at a higher operating voltage.
0 1.4 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2: CS as a Source Encoder
This chapter first provides some background on CS theory, and then examines the effects
of finite quantization and the number of compressed measurements on the reconstruction
performance. We show that there is a trade-off between compression performance and the
fidelity at which we can recover the signal; for sparse signals where the signal model is known,
CS generally performs as well as lossless source encoding algorithms for a reconstruction
fidelity of up to 8 bits of quantization.
Chapter 3: CS Over a Wireless Channel
Since nany of the existing adaptive source coding algorithms are sensitive to channel errors,
this chapter investigate how CS performs in the presence of channel noise. We show that the
energy cost to insure a certain quality of recovered signal scales proportionally to sending
raw uncoded data. So in this regard, CS performs similarly to uncoded samples only with
far fewer bits sent. The application of any known channel coding scheme is thus expected to
have the same performance when applied to CS samples. However, we observe the fact that
CS inherently sends redundant information so we also propose some simpler error detection
schemes that perform as well as some more complex error correction codes.
Chapter 4: CS Encoder Architectures
In the proposed application for CS, the encoder is at the sensor node so in this chapter, we
look specifically at the hardware costs associated with implementing the CS encoder. We
develop circuit models for both analog and digital realizations of the CS framework and tie
these circuit costs to system requirenment-s such as measurement resolution and compression
factor. The result of the analysis falls in line with conventional wisdom in that higher preci-
sion systems are more efficiently implemented with digital hardware while analog processing
is more suitable for lower resolutions. As we briefly describe, the results are also directly
applicable for analyzing analog-to-information converter (AIC) applications as well. For
WSNs. the energy performance for the analog and digital systems are set by amplifier noise
and sub-threshold leakage respectively.
Chapter 5: Hardware Implementation of a CS Encoder
Based on the models from Chapter 4 a digital CS encoder is designed and fabricated on a 90
ni CMOS test chip. The design of the test chip includes a novel approach to (lynalically
generating the encoding/measurement matrix needed for CS that is orders of magnitude more
efficient than the alternatives. This dramatically reduces the cost of the CS encoder and
the results of the test chip show both functionality and good correlation with the hardware
nodels while demonstrating the practical levels of compression in an experimental setting.
This chapter also discusses CS in the context of an EKG application and highlights the
inmp)ortance of understanding the en(d usage with respect to system cost.
Chapter 6: Integrated Circuit Design with MEM Relays
The energy performance of our CS encoder. which was representative of many low-rate dig-
ital systems, showed that we were operating in an extremely leakage limited regime. In
response, this chapter introduces the idea of using MEM relays as a logic/computing ele-
ment to overcome the leakage limitations of CMOS. We first describe the relay technology
characteristics and then discuss the design strategies that can best utilize those characteris-
tics. A comparison of (roughly) equivalently scaled CMOS and relay technologies show over
an order of magnitude improvement in energy for operating frequencies up to 10's of MHz.
Chapter 7: MEM Relay Design for Integrated Circuits
This chapter discusses some of the early experimental results from implementing relay based
circuits and discusses the key device enhancements that were a, product of early circuit
testing. The design and simulated results of relay-based CS encoder circuits that incorporate
the most recent device and circuit advancements is then presented. Finally some conclusions
and challenges are identified for realizing the potential benefits.
Chapter 8: Conclusions
In this chapter, we review the results and the impact that both CS and MEM relays
could have for sensor applications. We also offer some final thoughts regarding the gen-
eral prospects., opportunities and challenges of both CS and MEM relay technologies.
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CHAPTER 2
CS as a Source Encoder
For decades, data acquisition architectures have been based on the principles of Shannon's
sampling theorem where sampling at a rate greater than twice the maxiium frequency of the
signal being sampled (the Nyquist rate) guarantees signal recovery [71]. CS theory challenges
conventional sampling paradigms by leveraging known signal structure to acquire sampled
data at a rate proportional to the information content rather than the frequency content of
a signal [59]. In theory, this would enable far fewer data samples than traditionally required
when capturing signals with relatively high bandwidth, but a low information rate. As shown
in Table 2.1. many biophysical signals of interest fall into this category where their required
sampling rates far exceed the information rate (frequency of event occurrences). The same is
typically true of other sensor signals as well. Although these particular examples are in the
Table 2.1: Characteristics of common measured bio-signals [24]
Signal Sampling Frequency Event Duty
Rate of Events Duration Cycle (%)
Extracellular Als 30 kHz 10-150 Hz 1-2 ms 2 to 30
EMG 15 kHz 0-10 Hz 0.1-10 s 0 to 100
EKG 250 Hz 0-4 Hz 0.4-0.7 s 0 to 100
EEGLFP 200 Hz 0-1 Hz 0.5-1 s 0 to 100
02, Ph, Temp. 0.1 Hz 0.1 Hz N/A Very low
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Figure 2-1: In the context of data compression, CS can be viewed as a source coding scheme.
context of medical applications, CS can be generally applied to any field where the signals
of interest are sparse.
This chapter introduces the concept of applying CS theory as a general purpose data
compression scheme. In the context of wireless sensors, the proposed use of CS is most closely
related to the role of a source encoder in typical point-to-point communications systems, as
shown in Figure 2-1. The role of the source encoder is to represent the source information
as efficiently as possible, which is synonymous with the objectives of data compression. The
remainder of this chapter discusses in more detail the performance trade-offs and limitations
of adopting CS for this role.
E 2.1 Compressed Sensing Background
This section first presents an overview of the basic principles of compressed sensing and the
relevance of each principle as it applies to data compression in a wireless sensor system. CS
is based on the following key concepts which will be discussed hereafter: signal sparsity,
signal reconstruction and incoherent sampling.
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Figure 2-2: A sparsity exalple: the sine wave is not sparse when represented in the time
domain (delta spikes) but is a 1-sparse signal when represented in the frequency domain
where T is the inverse DFT matrix.
U 2.1.1 Signal Sparsity
Compressed sensing theory relies first and foremost on the signal of interest, f, having a
sparse representation in some basis, 4= [01'0 2... VL] such that f = Tx or:
L
f (2.1)
i=1
where x is the coefficient vector for f under the basis T. For f to be sparse in 4', the coeffi-
cients, xi, must be mostly zero or insignificant such that they can be discarded without any
perceptual loss. If f has the most compact representation in 4', then f should be compress-
ible when it is captured under another basis. So sparseness also implies compressibility arid
vice versa. A familiar example of such a signal, shown in Figure 2-2, is a sine wave which re-
quires many coefficients in time to represent, but requires only one non-zero coefficient in the
Fourier domain. Fortunately, many sensor signals have sparse representations. For example,
the bio-signals from Table 2.1 are sparse in either the Gabor or wavelet dlomains [72 74] thus
making them suitable for data compression using CS.
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Figure 2-3: CS Sampling Framework
E 2.1.2 Signal Recovery from Incomplete Measurements
CS theory also proposes that rather than acquiring the entire signal and then compress, it
should be possible to construct a sanpling or "sensing" framework to capture only the useful
information in the sparse signal to begin with. This generalized sampling framework is shown
in Figure 2-3 where the N-dinensional input signal, f, is encoded into an Al-dimensional set
of measurements, y, through a linear transformation by the A x N measurement matrix,
D, where y = 4,f. When l = N then f can be reconstructed exactly from y assuming
no singularities exist in D. In the case where A > N. then the system is said to be
overdetermined but a best fit solution can be deternined using least squares.
In order to reduce the number of samples, we are interested in when Al < N; in this
case, the system is underdetermined (fewer equations than unknowns) and there is an infinite
number of feasible solutions. However, in cases where the signal to be recovered is known to
be sparse, the sparsest solution (fewest non-zero xi) is often the correct solution. T1he sparse
solution can be found by solving the combinatorial optimization problem:
min | x |1r subject to y = 4('x
xCERLJ
(2.2)
where T is the N x L basis matrix, and x is the coefficient vector from (2.1). This results in
minimizing the number of non-zero terms in x. However, for most practical problems, this
approach generally requires an intractable combl)inatorial search so a more practical approach
is to use the El-norm of x as a proxy objective function for finding the sparse solution [57]
min x ||K subject to y = @4x (2.3)
xERL
where | x 1f|= E 1 Il. The recovered signal is then f = Tx* where x* is the optimal
solution to (2.3). Substituting the f 1 -norm as an objective function turns the problem into a
convex optimization problem that can be solved efliciently [75]. In this work the signals are
largely reconstructed using the lasso algorithm [76] and by solving the equality constrained
fi ninization in (2.3). It should be noted that the signal can be reconstructed using a
variety of different algorithms besides what we chose [80 85]. The main point is that these
reconstruction algorithins have practical iniplenentations for estimating the sparse solution.
The practical feasibility of solving (2.3) (or similar) implies that an N-dimensional signal can
be recovered from a lower number of samples, A, provided that the signal is sparse under
some basis. This principle is the foundation for how CS can be used to reduce the data that
the seisor must transnit; the ratio N/Al is essentially the data compression factor (CF)
realized by a CS system and is proportional to the radio power that would be saved.
N 2.1.3 Incoherent Sampling
In addition to sparseness, CS also relies on incoherence between the sensing matrix (b) and
the signal model (4') to minimize the nlullmller of Ineasuremllents (M1) needed to recover the
signal. Coheren ce measures the largest correlation between any row of D and column of 4'
and can be defined by the operator y as:
p(4, T) = max |(1., V)| (2.4)
1<k j<N
where p, 4') can range between I and N [63] when #5k all #d are unit vectors. The
less coherence between D and 4,. the fewer the number of measurements needed to recover
'The Matlab toolboxes used for each reconstruction approach came from these sources: [77-79]
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Figure 2-4: An illustration of incoherent sampling in 3-dimensional space.
the signal. Since a sparse signal occupies very few dimensions in the basis space, the in-
tuitive interpretation of wanting incoherence is that each measurement should intersect as
many dimensions of the basis space as possible to find which subset of dimensions the signal
lies in with fewer tries. A trivial example of this concept is illustrated in Figure 2-4 for a
3-dimensional space. A conservative estimate of the lower bound on the number of measure-
ments, M, needed to recover the overwhelming majority of terms in an S-sparse signal (a
signal with S significant non-zero ternis) was shown to be:
Ml > C - p2(<b, ') . S . log N (2.5)
where N is the dimensionality of the signal to be recovered and C is some small positive
constant (empirically 
-2-2.5 [82]). Since S is a measure of the information in the signal,
(2.5) indicates that the number of samples required to recover a signal in the CS framework
is proportional to the information content of the signal.
From the standpoint of hardware cost an( complexity, it is desirable if the signal basis,
T, does not need to be known a priori in order to determine a viable sensing matrix, <b.
Fortunately, randon matrices with sufficient sample size exhibit low coherence with any fixed
basis [61]. As suggested in [61], this means that a random sensing matrix can be employed
as a universal encoder and acquire the sufficient measurements needed to enable signal re-
construction of any sparse signal without knowing a priori what the proper basis (T) for
the signal is. This principle is leveraged to build a generic infrastructure for data acquisition
and compression that is agnostic to the type of signals being acquired, provided that they
are sparse. In the context of wireless sensors, a generic measurement infrastructure enables
hardware re-use across different applications. Just as important, it also provides flexibility
within the same application in situations where the signal information is dynamically chlang-
ing (e.g. inside the body, mobile sensor). In this regards it is similar to an ADC and can be
advantageous when conpared to data filtering techniques that require a learning period.
0 2.2 Analysis Framework
In order to evaluate the compression performance of CS, a set of metrics and a framework
under which to (ompare it to incumbent systems must be established. Here we describe
these metrics and provide the context and nomenclature for subsequent experiments and
analysis.
* 2.2.1 System Models
Figure 2-5 shows the context under which the CS framework is applied to the wireless sensor
environment. Since CS is intended to be a source coler, this analysis will focus oi the
quantization and compression cornponients of the sensor node. Figure 2-6 shows the baseline
and CS system models that will be used to evaluate the compression performance of CS.
Baseline System Model
As shown in Figure 1-2, the infrastructure of a wireless sensor node typically requires an
ADC to sample and quantize the data before processing and data transmission. In the
most simplified system, the data would be transmitted with no additional processing. If
the quantized data is received error-free, then an optimally designed system would choose
the resolution of the quantization to precisely meet the need of the application. Since any
practical system will require the quantization to be finite, we treat the error introduced
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Figure 2-5: CS sampling framework in the context of a wireless sensor system.
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Figure 2-6: System models for an input signal block of N samples: (a) a baseline system with
only quantization error, (b) a CS system with quantization noise, and compression error.
by quantization to Q bits as the baseline system performance with which to compare the
recovere(l signal quality of subsequent systems. This baseline system model is illustrated in
Figure 2-6a and the recovered signal representing that system is denoted by fg.
CS System Model
As will be clear later, the CS framework does not necessarily require quantization of the
input samples. However, to preserve the signal information, it does require that the input
to the CS sampling block maintain the dynaiic range of the input signal. So for the CS
system model, it is assumed that the input has a dynamic range corresponding to Qcs
bits of resolution, regardless of whether or not the input is actually quantized. Recall from
Section 2.1 that the output of the CS sampling block is a set of Al measurements. Much
like the input. sanijles, the compressed measurements must have some finite resolution and
range which we represent with B bits.
m 2.2.2 Performance Metrics
In the models shown in Figure 2-6. errors in the signal estimate for each respective system
are limited to effects from (iantization noise and compression error. In subsequent chapters,
errors due to signal noise and channel noise will be included as well. The effect of all of these
errors on the signal estimate can be captured by the mean squared error (MSE) metric:
MSEE = f[n] - 1[n]|2  (2.6)
n=1
where f is an arbitrary N-sample input signal and f is the estimate of the input signal. Here
we will also introduce another metric, the mean squared error ratio (MSR), which we define
as:
M1SE, 7\N I[,]_fL[r?]12MSR. - I x _ f]-= (2.7)
MISEQ E f] - 2
The MSR simply quantifies the relative error of an estimate, f compared to the MSE of
the baseline system perfornance with a resolution of Q bits. In other words, when the MSR
is less than 1. the performance is better than quantization of the input to Q bits alone.
Although MSE captures the absolute error, it is not always clear what the relative impact
of that error is. So for this purpose., we also adopt the percent root-mean-square difference
(PRD) measure in order to capture the relative signal distortion caused by compression.
PRD is a commonly used metric in quantifying information loss in biomedical signals [86]
and is defined as:
PRD = 100 - f (2.8)
An additional mietric, normalized percent root-mean-square difference (PRDN), can be used
to remove the dependence on the signal mean or DC signal component (f):
PRDN - 100 - "-- - (2.9)
f[n] f 12
From equations (2.6) and (2.8)., it can be seen that, for any given signal., MSE can be mapped
to PRD (and vice versa). Likewise, PRD can be mapped to other metrics such as signal-
to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) where PRD = 100 - V1/SNDR. In subsequent dis-
cussions, different metrics may be used to highlight certain points, but regardless of the
choice of metric, there is a one-to-one mapping between metrics so the results of any relative
comparisons will be preserved.
M 2.3 CS Reconstruction and Quantization Error
CS is generally a lossy compression scheme whose reconstruction performnance is dependent
on a number of different factors: the number of significant features (S) in the signal, the
block size of signal samples to compress (N). the resolution of each signal sample (Q ,
the number of measurements (A), and the resolution of each measurement (B). For any
conI)ination of a random neasuremnent matrix, 4. and input signal, f, there is sonic proba-
bility that the input signal will be reconstructed with low error. Likewise, there is also sonic
non-zero probability that there will be an ill-conditioned pair of f and < that results in poor
reconstruction error.
To illustrate these (ependencies, random 4-sparse input signals of length N=1000 are
constructed from an over-complete dictionary of Gaussian pulses to pass through the CS
svstem. In these examples., the over-complete dictionary (which we use as 4') simply con-
sists of N sample-shifted unit-amplit ude copies of a single Gaussian pulse. The signals are
generated by (Irawing on a uniform random (listribution to assign the sign, magnitude and
position for each of the four Gaussian pulses in the signal, where the maximum amplitude of
the signal is normalized to 1. For each signal block, the resolution of each compressed nea-
surement (B) is allowed to be as large as needed to accommodate the measurement range,
but at a resolution equivalent to the input signal quantization (Qcs). So for example, if
each input sample, f[n], is quantized to 4 fractional bits, then each measurement, y[n], will
also have only 4 fractional bits of resolution but will extend the number of integer bits as
needed to handle the additional range from accumulating N input samples. The measure-
ient matrix, <b, is a random Bernoulli matrix where each entry in the matrix is ±1. For the
following results, each measurement (each row of <D) is generated from a randomly seeded
31-bit pseudo-randomr bit sequence (PRBS) generator. As we will discuss later, we choose
a random Bernoulli matrix since it enables hardware simplicity, and as suggested in [87].,
there is no benefit to adopting a Gaussian measurement matrix (which is comnionly used)
as opposed to a Bernoulli matrix.
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Figure 2-7 shows an example distribution of PRD (in (IB) resulting from the reconstruc-
tion of 1.0,000 different input signals of length 1000 for system configurations of A=50, 75,
and 100, and Qcs=8, 10, and 12. Figure 2-7 also shows the PRD thresholds corresponding
to the net PRD (PRDct), average PRD (PRD?.q) and the PRD that would have resulted
from simj)ly quantizing the input to Qcs hits (PRDQ). The PRDnet is the equivalent PRD
if all 10,000 input blocks were considered as a single input signal or in other words:
K N k -- k[n]12PRDcnt = 100 - E (2.10)
where K is the total number of input blocks (10,000 in this case). The dist ribution highlights
the fact that a small subset of signal blocks can result in reconstruction errors many orders
of magnitude greater than the majority and that these signals largely dictate the value
of PRDct. The distributions also show that for resolutions between 8 and 12 bits, the
inherent reconstruction error of this subset of signal blocks is much greater than the error
due to quantization and is largely independeut of signal resolution. As shown in Figure 2-7,
the only way to improve the reconstruction error for these signals is to increase M, which
tightens the distribution.
Meanwhile, PRDavg represents what the expected PRD for one block of an S-sparse, N
sample signal would be:
1 K JN k n -- fkr 12
PRDa'vg = KEH100 ( 1)2
As the distribution plots for different input quantizer resolutions show, the majority of the
4-sparse signals are limited by quantization noise so IRD(, ig depends somewhat on QCs.
To help distinguish the importance of these two measures. Figure 2-8 plots the PRD of the
input blocks on a time axis as if the signal blocks were part of a single, continuous stream
of 4-sparse data. PRDV9 is equivalent to the time averaged error performance, whereas
PRJDnet is the accumulated error performance. Depending on the application, one metric
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Figure 2-8: Time view of the PRD of a. 4-sparse input signal with 10,000 input blocks of
length (N) 1000 where M=75 and Qcs=10.
may be more relevant than the other. These results are consistent with the discrepancy shown
between worst case and average case analysis of CS reconstruction error [871. In subsequent
discussion, PRD,,9 signals will refer to signals that fall in the bulk of the distribution while
PRD ct signals will refer to signals in the tail.
The reconstruction error dependencies are highlighted in Figure 2-9 where signals rep-
resenting PRD,,g and PRDct are plotted over the Al and Qcs design space. Figure 2-9
captures the performance limitations imposed on CS due to reconstruction error and the
quantization of the input signal. Below a certain number of measurements (~50) the PRDa g
recovered signal error is dominated by reconstruction error. However., for larger Al, the re-
covered signal becomes limited by the quantization noise of the input. The same is true for
the PRD ct signal only the threshold at which this crossover occurs is at a higher value of
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Figure 2-9: PRD contours (in dB) of representative (a) PRDvq and (b) PRD,,1 4-sparse
signals across the input quantization (Qas) and CS measurement (M) design space.
Ml. As a point of reference, the original input and reconstructed waveforms corresponding to
a PRD of 0.1% (-10 dB) and 10% (10 dB) are plotted in Figure 2-10; they show that while
the quantitative difference is significant between signal recovery for a signal in the bulk of
the distribution and one in the tail, the perceptual difference is small in either case.
N 2.4 Compression Performance
Since the goal is to leverage CS theory for source coding, the compression performance of
CS is discussed and compared against the Huffman [88], and LZW [89, 90] source coding
algorithms. The comparisons will be limited to these lossless compression alternatives since
their recovered signal error is equivalent to just the quantization error. The coding efficiency
of each option is measured in bits per sample which is just the number of transmitted bits
divided by the number of input samples those bits represent. Figure 2-11 plots the resulting
compression performance for the PRD,,Vg and PRDiet signals versus their level of quantiza-
tion. For every case except CS, the signals are each quantized to Q bits before compression.
For the CS system, Al and Qcs are chosen such that the MSE of the reconstructed signal is
equal to or less than the MSE from quantization to Q bits (i.e. AISRcs,5 Q < 1). The coding
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Figure 2-10: Original and reconstructed signals for when the PRD is 0.1% (-10 dB) and
when the PRD is 10% (10 (B) for M,1=75, Qc=10.
efficiency of the CS system is 1 . B/N where B is ~4 bits larger than Qcs. Additionally,
the theoretical entropy per sample is also calculated and plotted for each signal where the
sample entropy is defined as:
[[(X) = - p(i) log 2P(i) (2.12)
where p is the probability mass function of X.
For the exarmple signals used in Figure 2-11, the coding efficiency of CS roughly tracks
the sample entropy and generally outperforrns Huffiman and LZW when the reconstruction
error is not domrinant. This should be somewhat expected as CS is lossy whereas Huffinan
and LZW are both lossless algorithms. For the P"RD,,et signal in Figure 2-11b, the coding
efficiency of CS degrades rapidly beyond 8 bits of quantization when the reconstruction
error begins to dominate the quantization error and A must be increased to meet the
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Figure 2-11: Number of bits per sample corresponding to the sample entropy, Huffman
coling. and LZW coding for the 4-sparse (a) PRD,Y and (b) PRDci signals when quantized
to Q bits. For CS, the bits per sample represent M1 . B/N where M1 and Qas are chosen
such that the reconstructed MSE matches the output of the baseline system for each target
Q value (i.e. ISRCS < I at each Q) and B ~ Qcs + 4 to accommodate the sum.
reconstruction error target. It-, should be notel, that the results for the Huffman coding
algorithm assume that all N samples of the signal have been stored in order to calculate
the sample statistics. In both cases. LZW does poorly at higher resolutions since there is
less sequence repetition, requiring a larger, less efficient code book. Both the Iuffman and
LZW algorithms would expect to perform somewhat better with longer input sequences,
however such a choice has consequences on the required inplementation hardware, which
will be discussed later.
The compression performance plotted in Figure 2-11 is for a noiseless, sparse input sig-
nal which is why the sample entropy is so low when compared to the luffinan and LZW
algorithms. Figure 2-12 plots the same compression perfornances when Gaussian random
noise is added to the input such that the input signal PRD is 1% (0 (1d). This corresponds
roughly to the quantization noise of an 8-bit uniform quantizer. As the plots show, the input
is now sufficiently randhom such that the performance of LZW and Huffiran now both track
the sample entropy. The relative performance of CS improves dramatically, even for PRDet,
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Figure 2-12: Number of bits per sample corresponding to the sample entropy, Huffman cod-
ing, and LZW coding for noisy 4-sparse (a) PRDq and (b) PRD,,, signals when quantized
to Q bits. The added signal noise sets the PRD of the input signal to be 1% (0 dB).
signals when noise is added to the input. 2 Tl'he explanation for this is that the baseline
quantizer systen is unbiased and happily quantizes the noise. Consequently the error per-
formance target that CS must recover the signal to is now relaxed. This is the appropriate
comparison since the decompressed output of the LZW and Huffman compression will also
include the signal noise. In most sensor (or real world) applications, it is expected that the
captured signals will not be noiseless. If the input noise level is known, and is constant,
then we would expect that the quantizer would never be over-designed, so in this example,
that neans liniiting the quantization to 8-9 bits. However, if the noise is either unknown
or dynamically changing, then the quantizer would need to be designed to reflect the worst
case assumptions. In that case the quantization levels at which we would compare will be
higher than 8-9 bits. In Chapter 3 we will discuss the impact of signal noise on the energy
required to recover a certain quality signal, but from Figure 2-12 we can see that CS has a
relative advantage for such inputs.
2The reason for the large inflection point in the CS compression performance is because the baseline error
due to quantization to 8-bits actually decreases at that point. This is due to the quantization step being
near the input noise level so some of the noise actually gets suppressed. Thus the resulting compression
performance is not solely a reflection of how miuch the CS error increases, but rather a combination of both
effects.
U 2.5 Summary
CS for Wireless Sensors
In this chapter, we introduced the notion of using CS as a general source coding fraiework.
The basic building blocks of CS theory were discussed in this context, and each had a
practical implication for WSNs:
Signal Sparsity
In order to leverage CS. the signals that we are trying to recover must be sparse in
some signal domain. For wireless sensors, this is often the case; many signals of interest-
are often time sparse or have already been shown to be sparse in some known basis.
Signal Recovery from Incomplete Measurements
If the signal we are trying to recover is sparse, then we can recover it from far fewer
samples than its original signal dimension implies. This is the key idea that allows us
to compress the data representation of the signal.
Incoherent Sampling
To minimize the number of imeasurenents we need to recover the signal, we want our
mode of measurement to be incoherent (uncorrelated) with the signal basis. Random
matrices have been shown to be incoherent with any fixed basis so employing a "'ran-
don" measurement framework enables hardware generality across a variety of signal
types.
Reconstruction Error
An important point that was discussed in this chapter is that CS is a lossy compression
scheme whose performance is probabilistic. We showed that there is an inherent recon-
struction error associated with CS, and that there is a (istinction between the average and
aggregate (worst case) reconstruction error. For a given sparsity, there is some small per-
centage of signals whose inherent reconstruction error is high and( essentially independent of
signal resolution and only dependent on the number of measurements (Al). However, for the
bulk of the signals, the inherent reconstruction error is extremely low and thus dependent
on the resolution at which the signal is captured. The difference between designing for the
bulk of the signals and the tail of the (listribution can be likened to lesigning for the average
and worst case. If we design for the worst case., then it will certainly cost us.
Compression Performance
Lastly, we quantify the ability of CS to compress the data. For this, we compare the com-
pression performance against some well known lossless source coding schemes (Huffman,
LZW). To insure that the comparison is on level terms, we require that the reconstruction
error in CS is below some target performance level. For the average signal, we show that
CS outperforms the other coding schemes across the range of target performances and is
even more efficient than the sample entropy of the signal. For the worst case signals, the
CS compression performance degrades rapidly (along with LZW) for higher resolutions since
many more measurements are needed to reduce the inherent reconstruction error. However,
if we consider that the input signal we are trying to recover is corrupted with noise (before
we sample), then CS once again outperforms both lossless schemes for both average and
worst case input signals.
Now that we have shown that a CS based framnework can perform well as source encoder,
we will next discuss if it is robust to non-idealities such as input and channel noise, and then
see if the system is actually realizable.
CHAPTER 3
CS Over a Wireless Channel
In the communication system shown iii Figure 2-1, the source encoder/decoder rely on chan-
nel coding and error control protocols to insure that the message received by the source
decoder is error free. This is common for alda)tive/variable length encoding algorithms such
as Huffman or LZW which are prone to propagating errors in the message [91]. For com-
parison, the performance sensitivity of CS to front-end noise and channel errors is examined
and presented in this chapter.
0 3.1 Cost of Transmission Errors
Regardless of whether a compression scheme is employed or not, there is a cost to insuring a
certain level of performnance in the presence of channel noise. In this section, we first quantify
the cost of channel errors for both the uncoded and CS systems when no additional channel
coding is applied.
N 3.1.1 Noisy System Models
The system nodels from Figure 2-6 have been updated to include input signal noise and
channel noise and are shown in Figure 3-1. The system in Figure 3-1b corresponds to the
uncoded baseline system in Figure 3-la only including the impact of both input noise (n) and
channel noise (nch). The corresponding recovered signal is denoted by fQE; the resolution of
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Figure 3-1: System models for an input signal block of N samples: (a) a baseline systei with
only quantization error, (b) a system with input noise, quantization noise, and channel noise
and (c) a CS system with input noise, quantization noise, compression error and channel
noise.
this system, QE, is different than Q because it is expected that channel errors will degrade
the recovered signal and thus the quantization error must be smaller to begin with in order
to achieve the same performance as the baseline system. Thus, the two parameters are kept
independent for the sake of clarity.
0 3.1.2 Channel Model
To capture the general effect of channel errors, the wireless channel is simply modeled as
an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with noise, . We choose this for the
simplicity of correlating signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to bit error rate (BER), but our results
should apply to other channel models as well (e.g. Rayleigh fading) where the final energy
results will simply be shifted by their respective error distributions. For both uncoded and
CS systems, the modulation scheme is assumed to be such that the baud rate matches the bit
rate (i.e. there is only one bit per symbol such as with binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)),
and that the BER is determined by the SNR where SNR = Eb/No and Eb is the energy per
bit and No is the channel noise. The total number of bit errors per block will depend on how
nmany bits are transmitted per block of N samples. In the uncoded system this is N -QE
whereas for the CS system this is M1 - B. Likewise, the total energy cost for each system
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Figure 3-2: PRD versus received SNR for an uncoded ADC based system.
will also depend on the number of bits transmitted per block and the required SNR per bit.
To avoid confusion in the future, it should be pointed out that the channel SNR, both in
this context and in future discussion/plots, is not rate adjusted so it refers to the energy per
transnitted bit (as opposed to energy per transmitted information bit). This convention is
chosen in part because for CS, even with no additional channel code, the delineation between
information and redundancy is not clear.
0 3.1.3 PRD vs. Channel Noise
For an uncoded data stream, any channel errors will degrade the MSE and thus the PRD
of the received signal. This relationship between channel errors and PRD is plotted in
Figure 3-2 where PRDQE is plotted against the channel SNR for varying values of QE. The
signals used to generate the plots are drawn from the sparse set described in Section 2.3.
At high channel SNRs, the PRDQ values converge to their respective quantization noise
limits. As Figure 3-2 shows, to preserve the PRD of the system (i.e. PRDQE = PRDQ)
in the presence of any appreciable channel noise, the resolution of the system must increase
(QE > Q) to counteract the errors due to channel noise. But regardless of the choice of QE,
there is a minimum SNR that is required to meet a certain PIRD performance.
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Figure 3-3: PRD versus received signal SNR for a (a) ]RD,,,, and (b) PRD,,t signal in the
CS system using 50 measurements (Ml).
For CS, a similar exercise can be performed to extract the relationship between the re-
constructed signal PRD (PRDCs) and channel SNR. However, for CS there are additional
degrees of freedom, such as M1, N, and B that affect the reconstruction performance. Fig-
ure 3-3 plots a snapshot of this relationship for both PRD, and PRD,, signals for M11=150,
N=1000 and a B that scales with Qcs. The corresponding distortions from just quantizing
the signal (PRDQ) are also plotted for reference. As Figure 3-3 shows., the signal that is
representative of the PRDe,, reconstruction performance essentially has a higher noise floor
due to reconstruction error. As was shown in Figure 2-9b, to improve the noise floor, the
number of measurements (and total energy) must be increased.
0 3.1.4 Energy Cost of Channel Errors
In Figures 3-2 and 3-3, there are several system specifications that can achieve a targete(d
PRD performance. However, they are not all equally energy efficient. For transmitting the
raw quantized samfples, the normalized energy cost per sample is simply QE . SNRnunE,
where SNRI?,iE is the minimum channel SNR that enables the system to meet a target
PRD. For each CS configuration, the equivalent nornalized energy cost per sample is: A
B -SNRnin,Cs /N.
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Figure 3-4: Mininuin energy per sample in units of channel noise (N\o) for each required
PRD performance for both the uncoded system and the CS system for PRDavg and PRDct
4-sparse signals.
Figure 3-4 plots the minimum energy cost curves over a range of target PRD performances
for both systems, where the energy is in units of channel noise (N). As a point of reference,
several of the minimum energy configurations for the CS signals are labeled. Figure 3-4
shows the incremental energy cost of additional resolution in both systems and shows the
order of magnitude energy savings that CS can provide through data compression. However,
achieving a low PRD (<1%c) or high resolution for the worst case signals (PRDnct) requires
an energy cost on par with the uncompressed quantized samples. This is because more
measurements are needed to improve the net reconstruction error and hence more energy is
required. In contrast, if occasional performance degradation is acceptable over brief blocks
of time, as with the time average PRD (PRD 9 ), then the energy savings from comnpression
can be realized over the entire range of PRD specifications when compared to transmitting
the raw quantized samples. Just as importantly, the channel induced bit errors in the CS
measurements do not on average result in catastrophic signal reconstruction as they would
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Figure 3-5: Mininum energy per sample vs. required PRD performance for both the tradi-
tional system and the CS system for P:RD,U and PRD,,t 4-sparse signals corrupted with
noise such that the input signal PRD equals (3-5a) 1% and (3-5b) 10%.
for LZW or Huffman coding.
0 3.1.5 Effect of Signal Noise
So far, the discussion has been limited to noiseless input signals which suggests that the
energy/performance trade-offs described to this point are minimum energy scenarios. Any
real sensor input signal will have noise. To account for signal noise, a white Gaussian noise
(ny) is added to the inputs of the systems in Figure 3-1b and Figure 3-1c in order to capture
the impact of input noise on the energy/performance trade-offs. The variance of nj is chosen
to correspond to input signal SNDRs of 20 dB and 40 dB which correspond to PIRDs of 10%
and 1% respectively. The resulting minimum energy curves after adding the two) different
noise powers are shown in Figure 3-5. As expected, the traditional quantizer system is
limited by the PRD of the input. The CS system, however. filters some of the input noise
during reconstruction and is thus able to achieve both lower energy and better PRD results.
So while the achievable reconstruction performance of CS does not compare favorably with a
simple quantizer for noiseless inputs [92], the opposite is true when it comes to more practical
noisy sensor inputs.
Another important observation is that the achievable PIRD of the CS system is less
limited by the sensor input noise than by the quantization noise (as shown in Figure 3-3).
The reason is that the input noise is uncorrelated with the input signal (and thus, the
signal basis) so it is largely ignored during reconstruction whereas the quantization noise is
highly correlated, as is typical of oversampled inputs [93]. This result is interesting as it
has potential hardware implications; for example, an arnplifier that drives an ADC could be
allowed to have a significantly higher noise floor compared to the quantization noise of the
ADC, which is normally avoided in non-CS systems.
M 3.2 Channel Coding for CS
We showed in the previous section that, unlike traditional source codes, the performance of
CS is more robust to channel errors which has enabled the energy analysis and comparisons
thus far. Despite the graceful perforiance degradation in CS, channel coding can still
further improve the eiergy/l)rformance trade-off for the system. Communication protocols
generally revolve around two channel coding strategies or hybrids thereof: error correction
and error detection. In error correction protocols, some form of forward error correction
(FEC) is applied and sent with the data to detect and correct any errors during transnission,
while error detection schemes, such as Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ), rely on detecting
errors at the receiver and coniiunicating back to the sender what corrupted data to resend.
In both cases, there is energy overhead to offering some data reliability. Since channel
coders are often designed without bias towards the message bits, we expect the coding
performance of any existing error correction or detection schemes to work equally well with
CS measurements. However, since single bit errors in the measurement matrix can cause
relatively large reconstruction errors, it is not necessarily clear how coding gain translates into
energy efficiency. Here we propose modifications to sore comiion existing (o(ding strategies
for use with CS and then examine the resulting energy performance after applying the codes.
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Figure 3-6: PRD g versus bit, position of a single bit error in the transinitted data.
M 3.2.1 Bit Errors in CS
The performance of channel coding is typically evaluated in terms of BER versus normalized
channel SNR where a lower SNR to achieve the same BER indicates coding gain. However,
this type of analysis assumes that each transmitted bit carries the same importance. Ideally,
a source code would insure this condition such that the signal error is proportional to the
BER of the channel. However, in the case of CS measurements, and even the raw quantized
samples., this is not the case. The binary representation of each sample and measurement,
while efficient, means that sore bits carry more information than others. To illustrate the
uneven impact of a single bit error, PRT)ag versus bit position error for CS is plotted
in Figure 3-6, where higher bit l)ositions indicate MSBs (the highest bit is a sign bit).
As Figure 3-6 shows, a single bit error in the wrong bit position can result in significant
distortion of the reconstructed signal. Given the uneven distribution of inforniation in the
CS measurements, the task is to find the most efficient coding strategy.
0 3.2.2 Error Correcting Block Codes
As seen in Figure 3-6, errors in the least significant bit (LSB)s of the measurement matrix
have less impact on the reconstruction error. Thus, if the intention is to maximize the
performance gain from error correction, it is most efficient to protect the most significant
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Figure 3-7: Example of the proposed BCH based coding schere and the resulting PRD (for
a PRDU signal) from applying the error correction coding scheme to the CS measurements
when M1,1=75 and Qcs=12.
bit (MSB)s of the matrix first. To assess the effectiveness of this approach, we apply Bose-
Cha.udhuri-Hocqiienghen (BCH) block codes across the l measurements starting with the
most significant bits of each measurement.
Figure 3-7 shows the idea behind the coding scheme as well as the reconstructed PRD
versus channel SNR for the uncoded and the BCH coded measurement, block for different
group codes when Qcs=12. In the plots, BCH-T refers to a BCH code with T-bits of error
correction capability. The actual BCH code that is chosen is determined by the number of
bits in the measurement matrix and the desired error correction capability. The most efficient
(lowest overhead) BCH(n, k) code is chosen whose message size (k) will try to cover as many
of the neasurement bits (M - B) without requiring filler bits. So for the example shown in
Figure 3-7., the codes used for BCH-15, BCH-10, BCH-5 are BCH(511,376), BCH(511.,421).,
and BCH(511,466) respectively. Figure 3-8 shows the resulting minimum energy plots both
with and without coding. As the results show, there is a noticeable improvement in energy-
efficiency over the uncoded data; for increased error correction capability the imnprovemnent
in PRD performance from coding is significant (Figure 3-7) but the improvement in energy
consumnption for a given PRD performance diminishes at higher redundancies (e.g. BCH-
10-+BCH-15). As such, adding additional error correction capability will yield diminishing
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Figure 3-8: Minimum energy per sample versus required PRD performance for uncloded
CS measurements and with BCH-5, BCH-10, BCH-15 error correction codes for a PRDao,,
signal.
returns.
0 3.2.3 Cyclic-Redundancy Check Coding for CS
Cyclic-redundancy check (CRC) codes are a set of error detection codes that are popular
for their ease of implementation and efficiency in detecting errors. In typical error detection
scheies the transmission energy overhead for a bit error can be significant since an entire
data packet must be retransmitted. However, CS is uniquely suited for error detection
schemes as data re-transmission may riot be necessary. Recall froim. Figure 2-9 that there
is a soft degradation in reconstruction performance as the number of measurements, M, is
decreasedl. In the cases where the signal sparsity is lower than expected, then it is possible
that there is no significant performance penalty for a decrease in M. This is attributable to
the redundancy of information captured in the compressed measurements.
To take advantage of this characteristic, the CRC code is used to add parity bits per
measurement (for every B bits) as shown in Figure 3-9. At the receiver, when an error is
detected, rather than request a retransmission those measurements are simuply thrown away
and not used in the signal reconstruction. In this sclieme, channel errors effectively reduce
M, which is less destructive than reconstructing the signal with corrupted measurements
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Figure 3-9: Example of the proposed CRC-1 based coding scheme and the resulting PRD for
a IRDa,,u signal after applying the error detection coding scheme to the CS measurements
when Qcs=1 2 and M=75.
and far more energy efficient than retransmitting the packet. The results of this coding
scheme for CRC-1 (detect odd bit errors). CRC-5 (detect all bit errors < 2) and CRC-6
(detect all bit, errors < 3) codes are shown in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10. Figure 3-9 shows
the coding gain in regards to PRD for the coded and uncoded cases while Figure 3-10 shows
the resulting energy/performance trade-offs for the PRDavg and PRD,, signals. As seen
in Figure 3-10, there is roughly a 2X energy savings over the uncoded measurements from
adding the initial parity bit with the CRC-i code and roughly another 2X to go to CRC-5.
However, like the BCH codes, there is a diminishing return in regards to energy efficiency
for higher order error detection. This indicates that any additional error detection applied
in this scheme will result in little improvement in the energy/performance trade-off.
U 3.3 Summary
Channel Noise
In this chapter we first looked at the effect of channel noise on compressed samples. We
saw that the effect of channel errors on the recovered signal was similar for CS as for a. raw
quantized signal, only scaled by the number of bits transmitted. This showed that unlike
quantization only
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Figure 3-10: Minimum energy per sample versus required PRD perforiance for uncoded CS
measurements and with CRC-1 and CRC-5 error detection codes for both (a) PRDa,, and
(b) PRDnet signals.
some other source coding schemes that there is no propagation or magnification of channel
induced errors. Because of this, we could see that the net transmission energy savings that CS
could offer, even in the presence of channel noise, was proportional to the data compression
factor (>IOX).'
Channel Coding
Although traditional channel codes would work just as well with CS measurements as with
other source data, we also proposed some channel coding schemes that leverage the natural
redundancy in CS measurements. The coding results are summarized in Figure 3-11 where
the minimum energy results for a PRD., signal protected with the BCH-5, BCH-15, CRC-
1. and CRC-5 codes are shown. As the plot indicates, an interesting finding was that error
detection (CRC-5) can be just as effective as more complex error correction (BCH-15) in
regards to the energy/performance trade-offs. This would not be the case in a typical system
i1t should be mentioned that these results for bit errors due to channel noise are different than the exper-
inent described by [81] where noise was added to the measurement s before (uantization. The experiment
described in [81] is nearly equivalent to adding input signal noise.
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signal.
that would require packet retransmnissions on detected errors. Our proposed error detection
scheme has potential benefits in multi-hop wireless networks as well where data needs to be
retransmitted between nodes. In the event of detected errors, those particular mn easurements
could be drol)ped and not rebroadcast on the next hop.
Input Signal Noise
In addition to showing robustness to channel noise, we also introduced signal noise at, the
input. This input signal noise can be representative of environmental noise, sensor measure-
ment noise or even circuit noise. While the performance of a simple quantizing system will
be limited by such noise inputs, it was shown that the CS compression and signal recon-
struction process filters out some of this random noise. This is an important observation as
this result is different than what we saw in Chapter 2 where the average PRD performance
was limited by the quant ization noise of the input. The primary reason for this is that the
signal noise is uncorrelated with the signal whereas the quantization noise, when oversam-
pled, is correlated. Thus, when implementing the system, it may be possible to relax the
noise constraints on circuits preceding signal quantization which would further improve the
power-efficiency of the front.-end hardware.
Having shown that CS is both effective as a data compression scheme and robust under
wireless transmission, we will now examine if the complexity required to implement the
system is practically feasible or not.
CHAPTER 4
CS Encoder Architectures
In the previous chapters, we saw that CS can encode sparse data in a wireless sensor to
the signal's bit entropy or below, which in our examples showed over an order of magnitude
improvement in communication energy cost. However, in order to improve the energy effi-
ciency of the entire system, the overhead to process and compress the data cannot outweigh
the energy savings gained at the transmitter from data reduction [43]. Thus, for CS to be
a practical sohition for wireless seisor nodes, an efficient hardware implementation of the
encoder must, be realized. Given the relative innaturity of the field, there have been few
works that discuss the trade-offs or costs of realizing CS in hardware [64.66,68,94] and even
fewer measured results [94]. In this part of the thesis, we try to bridge this gap and connect
systen performance to circuit implementat ion and technology costs for CS. In particular we
develop circuit models that capture the energy costs associated with IC implementations of
the CS system so that we can predict overall system performance.
The CS parameters described in Chapter 2 can be translated into a set of required
hardware. As shown in Figure 4-1, the CS encoder essentially amounts to performing a linear
projection from the N-dirnensional input, f, to an 1-dimensional set of measurements, y,
using the matrix, <b. In the context of implementation, this amounts to encoding every block
of N samples of f into M1 measurements (y). As defined in Chapter 2., Qcs and B are the
bits needed to represent the dynamic range of each sample in f and y respectively. Thus,
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Figure 4-1: CS sampling framnework at the sensor node consists of a matrix multiply between
(D and f.
the effective compression factor is (N-Qcs)/(M11-B). A commnon approach to facilitate an
efficient hardware implementation of 4) is to use a pseudo-random Bernoulli matrix where
each entry, C~~,is il [66,68]. This minimizes the size of 4) and subsequent miatrix-mnultiply
operations by representing each matrix entry with only a single bit. Any other choice of ai full
rank MA x N matrix would result in significant additional circuit comnplexity, data storage,
and computation requirements. Since 4) is a common input into the CS encoder regardless
of how the encoder is implemented, the details of its implementation will be discussed later.
However, it bears mentioning that we will show that the matrix can be generated at a, fractionl
of the cost of the encoder such that the following analysis/c-!omparison is representative of
the CS encoder cost.
As with traditional signal processing algorithms, the CS encoding can be implemented
in either the analog or digital domains. In early proposed applications of CS, the linear
projection was applied in the analog dIomain prior to digitization either because the domi-
nant consumer of powver was the sensing mnechanismn [65] or to reduce the reqluired sampling
frequency of the ADC [66, 68). However, unlike previously proposed applications for CS,
wireless sensor applications are rarely limited by-) ADC performance. Thus, the next two
sections will model the dependencies and costs of both systemns. In an effort to provide a
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Figure 4-2: Block diagram and exanple circuitry for an analog implementation of the CS
linear transformation. The passive mixer is driven by the matrix coefficients at a rate of fs.
During the sample phase (S=I), the sanple-and-hold (S/H) circuit also acts as a passive
integrator.
level comparison between these implementations., the analysis of circuit costs are described in
terms of the connon required system parameters: N, Al, Qsc B, and the signal bandwidth
(BIl) in Hertz.
N 4.1 Analog CS Encoder Power Model
Figure 4-2 shows the block diagrai and example circuits for an analog implementation
similar to those described in [68] and [66]. In the circuits shown, the input is amplified
through an operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) while the multiplication is realized
with a double-balanced passive mixer. The sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit following the mixer
acts as an integrating (sunning) stage as well as the S/H input to the ADC. Although there
are many possible alternative circuit realizations, the analysis for the example provided is
representative of how hardware costs in this architecture will scale. To maintain readability,
many of the details and basis for these modeling equations have been left out of this section
but can be found in the Appendix in Section A.1.
0 4.1.1 ADC Power
One of the appealing aspects of the architecture shown in Figure 4-2 is that the sanpling
frequency of each ADC only needs to be f./N where f, > 2B1 and N is the number of
integration samples per compression block. The output of each ADC produces one measure-
ment result, yi[A], so the resolution of the ADC should be equal to the required measurement
resolution, B. The resulting power of the array of A ADCs is then:
PAD - (M/N) - FO-Al f (4.1)
where the figure-of-merit (FOM) of the ADC is a design specification. In subsequent, analysis,
the FOM used to show tradeoffs is 100 fJ/conversion step, which is consistent with the general
performance of modern ADCs over a wide range of resolutions and sampling speeds [95]. For
sensor applications, it is assumed that the required resolution and l)andwidth of the ADC
are low enough so that the ADC efficiency is not noise limited such that the ADC power will
scale 2X with resolution rather than 4X (i.e. the FOM remains constant) [95].
U 4.1.2 Integrator and Sample/Hold Power
The simplified Norton and Thevenin equivalent noise circuits in Figure 4-3 show that the
constraints on the sampling circuit are partially dictated by the mixer and OTA. When
the sampling circuit is tracking the input, the noise bandwidth of the system is set by the
sampling capacitor and the series resistance of the CMOS switch ( mixer (Rmix) and
the OTA output resistance (R0). For practical purposes, R should be dominant to insure
that the OTA looks like a current source and so that the combined circuit acts like an
integrator where the appropriate noise model imore closely resembles the No rton equivalent
model. As described in [66], if the S/H is assumed to be a perfect integrator, then the
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Figure 4-3: Simplified Norton and Thevenin equivalent noise models for the OTA, mixer and
integrator.
frequency response of the integrator is a sine pulse
Hi(f) = , . sic Nfil;CIL fs (4.2)
where the integration period is N/fs. Thus, the gain (GI) and noise bandwidth (BWN) of
the integrator can be expressed as:
G'BN =- Jf OcH?(f) 2df (4.3)(i$) 2
gain bandwidth
However, to the extent that R, is not infinite then the equivalent noise model moves closer
to the Thevenin equivalent model where the noise bandwidth is given 1v the low-pass filter
response over the integration period:
G|BWT | Hi(f) |df (4.4)R2 - - (I - 2N/R, Cfs
4R,CL
ar" bandwidth
f'S )2N
where it is assumed that the equivalent resistance seen by the capacitor is dominated by
RO. The circuit properly approximates an ideal integrator for integration periods where
N/f, < 0.1ROCL. The bandwidth of the unloaded OTA, assumed to be set by a single
dominant pole 1/(27-iR oCp), should at least match the required bandwidth of the signal,
B117 = f/2, so the lower )ound on the size of the integrating capacitor to functionally act
as an integrator can be described by:
10 - N
CL > = 5 -,. C,
where C, is the capacitance at the dominant pole, and N is the mnaxinium number of
samples to compress. The extent to which the integrator is non-ideal will essentially introduce
errors in the applied matrix entries (weights of each input sample) and require a means to
back out the actual matrix applied as in [66]. The power due to switching the integrator
and S/H circuits is then modeled by:
Al CL
Pi =-- ViLM + A-1 f (4.6)A 16
where C(- is the total gate capacitance of the switches. In (4.6) it is assumed that the single-
ended voltage swing is between VtKDDA and 3 VDDA., and that the common mode reset voltage
is at -VDDA. Even if C, is unrealistically assumed to consist of only parasitics and wiring, a
reasonably useful value of Nna = 100 would still require CL to be on the order of 3 pF in
most nolern processes. Thus, the power attributed to switching the switches themselves is
negligible compared to CL.
0 4.1.3 Mixer Power
The passive mixer shown in Figure 4 is described in [96] where it is shown to have a theoretical
voltage conversion gain (Gc) ranging between -3.92 dB and -2.1 dB and a measured noise
figure (NF) of 3.8 dB. The primary impact of the mixer performance is its impact on the
specifications for the OTA. For a Gc = -3 dB and a NF = 3.8 dB. the current noise density
at the output of the mixer, iM, is then:
2 . l(G(o/2+NF)/1O 
. 2 (4.)m 07 A 07A \4/
where i2 is the noise current density out of the amplifier (into the mixer). For a PRBS
of N samples, the resulting noise accumulated during an integration window is N times the
output noise of a single sample, where the output noise density is filtered by the gain and
effective noise bandwidth of an integrator with 1//Nth the integration period. The total
integrated output noise needs to be less than the quantization noise of the ADC leading to:
v2
1.7-i G C 2 B I/V < -DDA'4(487,rms ~ A I - 12-2213(4.8)
where the noise term due to the sampling switch of the S/H circuit has been omitted since
it will be insignificant for any practical values of R, and R,.
In the architecture shown in Figure 4-2, the matrix coefficients, <bi(t), need to be applied
at the Nyquist frequency., f,, of the signal or higher in order to avoid aliasing [66]. The
actunal mlixer power is dominlated by the clocking and logic needed to generate the sequence
of matrix coefficients. However, as mentioned earlier, since the problem of matrix generation
is common to the choice of encoder, its implementation cost will be discussed on its own.
0 4.1.4 Amplifier Power
The lower bound on power consumption im the amplifier is typically set by the input, referred
noise eni.rms requirement. A figure of merit that captures the relationship between Uli,rms
and power consumption in the amplifier is the noise efficiency factor (NEF) which was first
introduced in [97] and captures the effective number of transistors contributing noise:
N EF vns ms ,- ampA-EF r - AkT Bap(4.9)
where Iam, is the total amplifier current, Vr is the thermal voltage (kT/q) and BIamp is
the bandwidth of the amplifier. Measured NEFs in state of the art low-noise amplifiers fall
in between 2 and 3 [98- 1001. For future analysis, a NEF of 3 will be used and the required
power for the array of amplifiers can then be calculated by rewriting (4.9) in terms of the
amplifier current:
Po) MP A IA p M ) (NEF)2  r . Vr . 4kT - BIW5f (4.10)Pam=M- VD AIamp ;> M' - VoDD v2 2 (.0
nixrms
The output noise constraint in (4.8) can then be rewritten in terms of va,pms such that:
0.92 /N . m - o f, < Z^ (4.11)fsCL -12 - 2213
where G 4 is the total voltage gain fron the input of the amplifier to the input of the ADC.
The required value of GA varies by application and the expected dynamic range of the input
signal. but a common specification used in previously published bio-sensor applications is
40 dB [46, 98., 100]. This constraint, however, assumes that the total gain is set such that
the input range of the ADC is perfectly accommodated. Since we are integrating over N
samples, the instantaneous voltage (variance) on the integrator can be expected to rise or
fall by a factor of N and cannot be allowed to exceed the available headroom such that
vinA !/N < 2 VDDA.1 This constraint reduces the available headroom and thus the required
noise floor for a given resolution. Combining this addit ional constraint with (4.10) and (4.11)
results in the minimum arnplifier power required:
. G 2NEF 2 1sTkT|2
Pam p = 2BWf - 3M N - 221 - ,F - (4.12)
VDDA q
'See A.1.4
N 4.1.5 Analog CS Encoder Summary
The total power for the analog implementation of the CS encoder, excluding the matrix
generation and mixer (nultiply) cost, can be summarized as:
I~c~sM MBV -V2I - 10-, - N - CpN 16
,ADCs integrators
(4.13)
23G N E _F2 sTkT )2
+ 3 11 N. 22 .AA
VDDA q
amplifiers
As expected, the costs of all components scale with the number of measurements, l, but
they are also dependent on the input signal bandwidth. So even if the nunber of samples in
the CS framework is independent of the signal bandwidth, the cost to implement the circuits
is not.
N 4.2 Digital CS Encoder Power Model
Figure 4-4 shows the block diagram and circuits for an equivalent digital implementation
of the CS encoder. The input signal is first amplified and then digitized by a single ADC
sampling at the Nyquist rate. f. The ADC output is passed to l parallel accumulators that
accumulate the incoming sample based on their respective sequence of matrix coefficients,
iT[n]. Recall that the coefficient matrix is a, Bernoulli random matrix where all elements are
11. Thus, the multiplication function can be simply implemented wit-h an XOR gate and
the carry-in input of the accumulator. The output of the accunulator is then captured every
N samples at which time the accumulator is reset. Like for the analog model, many of the
details for these modeling equations have been left out of this section but can be found in
the Appendix in Section A.2.
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Figure 4-4: Block diagram and circuitry for a digital implementation of the CS encoder.
0 4.2.1 Accumulator and XOR
Each measurement., yi[k], requires an accumulator with at least B bits of resolution which
results in B flip-flops and XORs, and a B-bit adder. In order to model the delay and
energy costs associated with these circuits, a Logical Effort (LE) [101] model is adopted to
determine the sizing of each gate and the mlethodology for sizing the adder is similar to [102].
A slightly simplified version of the alpha-power law delay model used in [103] is used to map
the normalized delay of the LE model to real delay. The LE delay of the accunulator is
used to scale V)D until the timing constraint is just met, resulting in the following minimum
operating VDD:
dVth(414)
1
'DD,min 1 - 2.5 - Kd- (DFF,, i D4DD,B) 
- (1
where Kd and ad are technology fitting parameters and DFF and DADD,B are the LE delay
of the flip-flop and the critical path of a B-bit adder. The dynamic power consumption
(an be calculated by accounting for all of the gate and parasitic capacitances at each node
along with the switching activity at those nodes. So for M B-bit accumulators and XORs
operating at V DDmin this results in a dynamic switching energy of:
Paccum,dyn = - - (B + og2v N ) + 2] D,rnin -in (4.15 )
where C MV is the capacitance of the reference inverter. The log2vN term is added to avoid
overflow in the accumulators during integration and is analogous to the headroom constraint
reflected in (4.12) of the analog model. Unlike the analog integrator, the dynamic range of
the digital accumulator can be expanded by extending the headroom rather than lowering
the noise floor such that it does not impact the noise or resolution requirements of the OTA
and ADC.2 Parasitics such as source/drain capacitance and local wire capacitance are also
accounted for in the LE model. It is assumed that all wires are local in the design, however.,
since we expect to be in a leakage limited operating regime, small errors in the parasitic
estimates will not significantly alter the results.
One component of energy consumption that LE does not explicitly mnodel is the sub-
threshold leakage current. To account for leakage, an additional normalized parameter is
added that captures the relative leakage current in each gate compared to the reference
inverter. Similar to how the normalized delay in LE was used to model delay, we use the
normalized leakage parameter to arrive at a power consumption expression due to leakage:
Paccum,eak = M [22.5 - (B + log2v N) +4] 1  Dmin -Ieakse5(Vonmin) (4.16)
where lleak.rcf InDr,min) is the leakage of the reference inverter at a supply voltage of VDmin.
U 4.2.2 ADC and Amplifier
The constraints on the ADC and amplifier for the digital CS encoder systen are similar to
those in the analog system discussed earlier. For the ADC, it is now dependent on signal
resolution (Qcs) instead of measurement resolution (B) and samples at the Nyquist rate
2This is actually not a real requirement in the digital system so long as the accumulators are allowed to
overflow and then underflow. i.e. so long as the final result is within the range of the accumulator, no errors
will occur. However, we add this constraint to "insure" the validity of the data.
such that:
P4D,D = FOM.- 2Qcs f, (4.17)
Similarly for the amplifier, the noise constraint on the amplifier is now only determined by
the quantization noise of the ADC such that:
2 )2. 12. - 2200 2 - ;r(kT, )2 - BW117
PAMP,D =G(NEF) 2 . ,1 (4.18)
IDDA q
with the same assnuptions regarding GA and NEF as before.
* 4.2.3 Digital CS Encoder Power
The total power for the digital implementation of the CS encoder, excluding the matrix
generation cost, is suminarized below where B* = B + 1092N.
G2(NEF) 2  (T) 2
Pcs 2BW FOA - 2 Qcs + -'2p2lific
h1V A qADC
amrplifier
+-/I VoD~min(22.5B* + 4) - Ileak,ref ('D1mn
leakagecurrent
+ (54 B* + 4) - BW1 - VDD,min* Cine1
switch in gcu rrent
0 4.3 Analog vs. Digital CS Encoders
To determine which implementation is most suitable for wireless sensor applications, the
power models developed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are used to map the power costs based on
technology parameters extracted from the 90 nm CMOS process intended for the test chip
fabrication (90* in Table 4.1). For wireless sensor applications, systems are typified by low
sampling frequencies, iedium resolutions and small amplitude input signals. Since the pur-
pose of the CS encoder is for data compression, a desirable target is for loX compression,
Table 4.1: CMOS technology parameters from predictive technology models [20] and for the
90 nm CMOS process ulsed on our test chip (90*) [25]. C, is calculated from an inverter
load, Ron reflects the equivalent on resistance of an NMOS device and Ioff is the leakage
of an NMOS device with the drain at V'o. The unit-less parameters n1 and are the
sub-threshold slope factor and fitting parameter to model DIBL.
CMOs 8 C, R001 Iof n
process (nmri) (V) (fF/min) (kQ . pi) (A/pm) (unit-less) (unit-less)
32LP 1 1.5 1.46 33 p 2.3 0.115
45LP 1 1.5 1.96 21 p 2.1 0.092
32 1 1.5 0.55 358 n 2.3 0.321
45 1 1.6 0.67 105 n 2.1 0.226
65 1 1.9 0.80 47 n 1.9 0.159
90 1 2.1 0.95 26n 1.7 0.115
130 1.2 2.6 1.0.5 22 n 1.5 0.082
90* 1 1.4 1.7 800 p 1.7 0.133
which means that we should target N/If > 10. Minimally, the
to recover a 1-sparse signal, but a rore practical choice is to
Figure 2-9, reconstructing 4 significant t erims per block requires
ifications for the system: Mf 5-0, N > 500. BW1 = 0.1 - 10
GA > 100 (40 dB).
system should be designed
build in nargin. Based on
the following range of spec-
kHz, Q>s = 8, B > 8 and
N/M=10
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Figure 4-5: Relative power cost of analog vs. digital CS encoder implementations (Pcs,a/oJcsD) across the specification
space for (a) the compression factor (N/l) and amplifier gain (GA). (b) the ineasurement resolution (B) and GA, and (c)
B and (N/M). In each plot Al is fixed so the compression factor is really a sweep of N. The targeted specification of Ml
50, N = 500, G4 = 40 dB, Qc-s = 8, B = 10, and BVy = 200 Hz is shown on each plot along with its corresponding
cost contour. All power calculations are based on the 90 urn CMOS process used for fabrication (90* in Table 4.1).
B =10
The summary results are captured in Figure 4-5 which plots the relative power (Pos,1/Pos,D)
of the analog CS encoder versus the digital CS encoder over the range of specifications. To
help visualize this multi-dinensional design space, each sub-plot (Figure 4-5a-c) captures
the dependencies across only two of the three most sensitive parameters: N, GA and B. The
remaining parameters, when not swept, are kept at a specification of l = 50, N = 500,
GA = 40 dB, Qos = 8, B = 10, and B117 = 200 Hz, which is shown on each plot as the
target specification. To provide a point of reference, the digital encoder power is predicted
to be ~0.4 pW at the target specification for the 90 nm CMOS process we designed in (90*
in Table 4.1). The general conclusion that (an be drawn from the plots in Figure 4-5 is
that the digital implementation is more efficient at higher signal gains (Gaj), compression
ratios (N/Ml) or measurement resolut ions (B). For the target specification, even potential
inaccuracies in the power models cannot account for several orders of magnitude in power
difference, so a digital implementation clearly presents the more power efficient option in the
low-rate, high dynamic range operating regime.
The common power limitation of the analog implementation stems from the noise and
headroom requirements of the amplifier. In each case, higher signal gain, compression (larger
N). and resolution translates into a lower input referred noise requirement. The steep power
cost for low noise in the OTA is then multiplied by the number of parallel measurements, ML.
So even though the analog CS architecture relaxes the requirements and power of the ADC(s),
the front-end requires M1 amplifiers that each must still maintain the signal bandwidth and
noise floor of the single amplifier in the digital CS architecture. The noise requirement is
further exacerbated by the reduced effective headroom due to integration. These two factors
are the biggest contributors to the analog C'S cost. The amplifiers power dominance is shown
in Figure 4-6 where the power breakdown of both the analog and digital CS implementations
is plotted across operating frequencies (input signal bandwidth). As expected, the digital
implementation is limited by leakage at low sampling rates and the ADC and OTA at higher
sampling rates.
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Figure 4-6: Power breakdown of the (a) analog CS implementation and the (b) digital CS
implementation over input signal bandwidth for a 90 nm CMOS technology where I = 50,
N = 500., B = 10, Qcs = 8, and GA = 40 dB.
0 4.4 Modeling Discussion and Extensions
In this section, we discuss some general implications, limitations and possible extensions of
our modeling framework and the CS architecture.
* 4.4.1 Additional Design Considerations
The models used to derive the power depenlencies and relationships for the analog and
digital implerientations have been idealized as to provide a lower bound on power cost.
However, there are other practical implementation issues that should also be considered
when choosing the appropriate architecture for a given application.
Circuit Non-idealities
For the analog system., there are some built-in assumptions to the model that will gener-
ally produce optimistic power numbers. For one. it is assumnied that the circuit components
perform ideally such that the integrator and mixer perform perfect accumulation and multi-
plication like their digital counterparts. In reality this will not be true, so when comparing
the digital and analog systems at the same specifications, the resulting system performance
will not be identical. Any non-linearity in the mixer will degrade the effective resolution
of the signal while any clock jitter in applying the matrix coefficients, gb(t), will introduce
additional noise. A byproduct of these two effects is that the system will need to measure
or calibrate the actual matrix coefficients applied in order to reconstruct the signal as was
done in [66]. In the case of jitter, this may ultimately limit the performance of the analog CS
system akin to the jitter limitations of ADCs. Any linearity error in the amplifier or ADC
will distort, the measured signal for both the analog and digital implementations. However,
for the analog implementation, linearity errors that differ across the banks of ADCs and
amplifiers will effectively translate int(o matrix coefficient errors requiring the same type of
calibration as with the mixer non-idealities. Meanwhile, the digital implementation will see
only static errors in the signal due to the amplifier and ADC non-linearity.
Area
In regards to area., the digital implementation., which has fewer circuit sub-blocks that scale
with the number of measurements, will scale better with I as well as with technology.
Similarly, because the integrator is digitally implemented., there is little to no area cost
associated with increasing N, whereas the integrating capacitor must increase with N in the
analog case. So compared to the analog implementation, whose area is dominated by the
integration capacitors and the ADCs, the digital implementation will be more compact.
Process Technology
For the digital implementation., the choice of technology has a large impact on power at low
sampling rates due to the dominant effect of leakage. Reducing the leakage will expand the
range of resolutions and gains for which a digital CS implementation would be more efficient
than the analog CS implementation. As shown in Figure 4-7a, scaled technologies with
raised threshold voltages, such as the 32 nn low-power predictive process described in Table
4.1. heavily favor the digital implementation as the digital circuits benefit from feature size
scaling while also maintaining low leakage currents. Meanwhile, choosing older technologies
with greater voltage headroom will benefit the analog implementation somewhat as it helps
relax the noise constraints on the amiplifiers, but as Figure 4-7b shows, the voltage headroom
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Figure 4-7: Relative analog encoder vs. digital CS encoder power at the target specification
of M = 50, N = 500, GA 40 dB, Qcs - 8, B = 10, and B~l = 200 Hz versus (a)
predictive model low power, low leakage nodes along with the actual 90 nmu CMOS process
designed in, and (b) standard predictive model technology nodes.
does not reverse-scale as quickly as the digital leakage decreases.
Application Flexibility
In the comparison between the analog and digital implementations, each design is assumed
to be designed for a specific set of system parameters: M, N, GA, B, Qc,c, and BI7.
However, in a practical system, it would be useful to adapt some of these parameters. For
example, when the signal basis is still unknown, the N/Al ratio could be initially set to I
to acquire the raw signal input as a way to adaptively build the basis at the receiver, after
which the compressiol factor can be slowly increased. Also, flexibility in the encoder allows
for a single hardware interface to be reused across a range of application specifications.
An advantage of the digital implementation is that the value of N can be progrannable
with no impact on the power consumption or functionality of the encoder. Similarly, the
measurement resolution and signal resolution can be altered by truncating bits yet they have
no functional impact on the CS encoder. Meanwhile, the functionality and performance of
the circuits in the analog implementation are entirely dependent on system .parameters such
as f, and the integration period N/f.. Consequently, the system must be designed for the
worst case system operating conditions and incurs overhead when operating otherwise.
0 4.4.2 Extensions: Analog-to-Information Converters
The inputs to the power modeling framework presented consist only of technology parame-
ters, circuit performance specifications and system specifications. So to the extent that these
inputs are well defined, the mo(del is applicable to any CS application. One clear extension of
the model is to analyze the power tradeoffs for AIC applications. AICs, which are identical
to the analog CS encoder described in Section 4.1, have been proposed as a way to reduce the
required sampling frequencies of ADCs [68]. In applications where sampling at the Nyquist
rate is not an option, AICs offer an alternative. However, even in AICs sone functions such
as nuxing or amplification still need to operate at the Nyquist rate, so it stands to question
whether AICs., even when the signal to be sanlpled is sparse. are generally advantageous over
traditional ADCs.
The cost of the digital CS encoder is greater than a single ADC at higher frequencies so
the AIC comparison would likely yield similar conclusions regarding the al)l)licatiol space
as those presented in Figure 4-5. Furthermore, any arguments that suggest that lower
o)erating frequencies would enable relaxed circit design might not be totally accurate. The
performance in high-speed ADCs is often limited by sampling jitter [95]; AICs will see a
similar limitation in the mixer block since the matrix coefficients must still be applied at the
Nyquist rate [66].
0 4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we examined the hardware and computation costs associated with imple-
menting the CS encoder. To enable the analysis, we developed two circuit level models:
one where the encoding was perforned with analog components and one where the encod-
ing is done digitally. The initial circuit architectures of each system are based on using a
Bernoulli random matrix for the encoding, which we explain should yield the lowest cost sys-
term. For each model, the underlying circuit performnances are described by either a system
specification (e.g. Qcs), a technology parameter (e.g. leakage), or a commonly published
performance metric (e.g. FOM of an ADC). Although we only present the results for the
wireless sensor application, the model is generally applicable to CS related IC designs such
as AICs.
As we saw in previous chapters, the performance of the encoder varies with both) mea-
surement resolution and the number of measurements. Based on these models, we were able
to explore the same design space but instead look at the hardware costs. The comnpari-
son between the two implementation options yielded a couple of key results. First, aside
from any circuit non-idealities, the energy efficiency of the analog encoder is limited by the
noise requirements of the input amplifier which is intricately tied to the performance of the
downstream circuits. Perhaps the more important limitation is that as N is increased to
improve the compression factor, the noise requirement on the amplifiers gets tighter due to
an increasing variance at the integrator which effectively demands a larger dynamrnic range
for the same supply voltage. This combination of constraints along with the practical system
complexity issues with non-ideal computing components led us to choose the digital encoder
design which does not have the same limitations. For the targeted specification., the digital
encoder was predicted to consume less than 0.4 pW, which is over three orders of magnitude
less than the predicted analog encoder power and certainly insignificant compared to the
transmission energy that would be saved. Now that we have built both the system per-
formance and hardware models, we will try to validate both by fabricating a test chip to
demonstrate the merits of CS.
CHAPTER 5
Hardware Implementation of a CS
Encoder
In Chapters 2 and 3, the transmission energy benefits of adopting CS as a source encoding
scheme were shown. In this chapter, the design and measured results of a fabricated CS
encoder test chip based on the analysis from Chapter 4 is presented. In particular, the
challenge of generating the matrix and some of the practical aspects of implementing the
encoder are discussed. The measured test chip serves to demonstrate the functionality of
the system while validating the power niodels.
0 5.1 Matrix Generation
The pro)len of generating the entries in the measurement matrix (<b) is a conimon prol)leIn
regardless of how the encoder is implemented. In many cases it can be the limiting factor
for power and area. As discussed in previous chapters, the measurement matrix should l)e
a random Bernoulli matrix to both satisfy generality of the interface and to simplify the
matrix-nultiply operation. In this section, the design requirements and trade-offs for several
implementation options are discussed. We limit our discussion to deterministic methods
of generating "random" matrices because we will need to generate the same matrix at the
receiver to recover the signal (and obviously we do not want to transmit the matrix itself).
Thus, true random nunber generators that are based on physical entropy sources (e.g. ther-
mal noise), such as the one proposed for use in [64] are not practical for CS in the context
of wireless sen1sors.
Memory Lookup Table
Since the matrix needs to approxinate a random matrix, one straightforward approach is
to use a look-up table or a memory to implement the matrix. However, to get compression
factors on the order of loX or more with an A of just 50 requires an N greater than 500
which equates to at least a 25 kb (> 3 kB) memory. Although this may seern like a small
amount of niemnory, it would dlwarf the area of the accumulators. ADC and AFE combijned
and also dominate the power consumption since it is both large (leaky) and needs to run
at the Nyquist rate. Even in a relatively low leakage process (130 nim), roughly every 1 kB
of memory burns 1 ptW of leakage power [104]. Additionally, the size of the memory would
cap the value of N - M and thus limit the maximum achievable coipression factor of the
encoder.
Independent PRBS Generators
Another approach, which was adopted in [66], is to use an independent PRBS generator for
each measurement, y [k]. While this is much more compact than the memory implernenta-
tion, it still roughly doubles the size of the accumulator array when the length of the PRBS
generator polynomial is close to the resolution of each measurement (B). For example, for an
M1 of 50, generating an independent 2' 5 PRBS sequence for each measurement would require
750 (15x50) flip-flops. This does not include the PRBS seed registers either, which would
double the total number of registers if the seed were to be fully programmable. Although
both blocks need to run at the Nyquist rate, the activity factor of the PRBS registers is much
higher than in the accumulator banks. Even in [66], where the number of measurements is
relatively small, the PRBS generators and associated clocks were still the largest contributor
to power consumption.
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Figure 5-1: Block diagram of the measurement matrix generation block. The PRBS seeds
are loadel every Nth sample in conjunction with the resetting of the accuiulat ors.
Mixed PRBS Matrix Generation
Since power consuilmption is paramount- in sensor applications, we propose an alternative
realization of the matrix generation that requires only two PRBS generators [25). As shown
in Figure 5-1, t1he matrix generation circuit consists of the state of one PRBS generator
XORd with the output of a secon(l PRBS generator to create the columns of <D on a sample
by sample basis. The seed and sequence length of each PRBS is programmable to enable
the synthesis of a wide variety of pseudo-random matrices. Not taking into account the
additional overhead to seed the PRBS generators and state, the resulting implementation
requires only 65 flip-flops for an AJ of 50 compared to what would have been 750 flip-flops
to enable PRBS sequences with the same run length for the approach described in [66].
If seed registers are included, the disparity is 130 to 1500 memory elements. With these
improvements, the active matrix generation power is reduced to less than 10% of the digital
CS encoder (accumulators) power.
One property of full length 2N-PRBS sequences is that shifted versions of the same
sequence are maximally uncorrelated with one another (i.e. 1/ 2N). Based on this property, it
may seem that only a single PRBS generator could be used to generate the entire matrix (i.e.
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Figure 5-2: Example of original and reconstructed signals using different measurement ma-
trices (<b).
that PRBS1 in Figure 5-1 is unneeded). The positive results from using Toeplitz-like matrix
structures as described in [105] would suggest that this is possible too. However, in [105],
the reconstructed signals were delta spikes, and spikes in time reflect a critically sanpled
input whereas the input is typically oversampled. When it is oversampled (requiring an over-
complete dictionary and not an orthogonal basis), the inner product of a measurement matrix
that is derived from a single shifted PRBS sequence and the input will appear correlated
over several sample times. The net result is that consecutive input sanples which are similar
provide ambiguous information when captured with a bit. shifted version of a single PRBS
sequence. In other words, the same measurement result could have been produced by any
one of a number of phases of the same sparse signal.
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Figure 5-3: Block diagram of the test chip.
To illustrate this point, as well as the functionality of the mixed PRBS matrix, Figure 5-2
plots the original and reconstructed signals for when the input signal is spike based (critically
sampled) and when it is a series of Gaussian pulses. In all cases, the size of the measurement
matrix is the sane (75 x 1000) and the coefficient vector, x, is the same for both signals.
When reconstructing the spike input, the signal basis, xP, is orthogonal and is the identity
matrix whereas T is an overcomplete dictionary (sample shifted versions of the same basis
vector(s)). As Figure 5-2 shows, the mixed PRBS solution produces the same result as the
matrix generated by the MW independent PRBS generators. However, when using the single
PRBS to generate the matrix, only the spike signal is faithfully reproduced.
M 5.2 Test Chip Architecture
Based on the power modeling results from Chapter 4, the digital CS encoder architecture
is adopted for design and fabrication as it clearly presents the more energy-efficient option
for the targeted specifications. The block diagram of the resulting test chip architecture is
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Figure 5-4: Recoding of the ADC output to enable clock gating of the accumulators.
shown in Figure 5-3. The architecture is more or less the same as the digital CS encoder
described in Section 4.2.
Accumulator Clock Gating
The primary difference from the digital CS encoder described in Section 4.2 is that the ADC
output is recoded into twos complement format, so that the output is nominially zero when
there is no input differential signal. This assumes that the amplifier stage nominally biases
the output in the center of the available range. The net result of this change is that it
allows clock gating of the accumulators on -1. entries instead of performing subtractions.
This approach saves roughly half the dynamic power of the accumulators since the matrix
coefficients are evenly split between 1. The logical and circuit transformations are shown
in Figure 5-4. The resulting matrix has 1/0 entries and is functionally equivalent to its ±1
counterpart. The only drawback is that the accumulators may saturate for a smaller N if
the input has a large DC component, which is why the ADC output was recoded to begin
with.
E 5.3 Test Chip Measurements
In order to validate the predicted hardware costs and demonstrate the system, the encoder
circuits shown in Figure 5-3 were fabricated in a 90 inm CIMOS process. The test chip consists
of an 8-bit SAR ADC [70] and the digital CS encoder block [25]. Figure 5-5 shows the die
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Figure 5-5: Testchip Die Photo.
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Figure 5-6: Measured power consumption of the CS encoder.
photo of the chip with the layout superimposed. The measured power of the CS encoder is
shown in Figure 5-6. The digital CS encoder, including control circuitry, matrix generation
and clock power, consumes only 1.9 pW at 0.6 V for sampling frequencies below 20 kS/s. As
expected, the measured power is largely dominated by leakage for the sampling frequencies
of interest. Considering that the operating point is in the leakage limited regime, the results
correlate well with the model developed in Chapter 4 which predicts ~0.6 pW of power
consuiription for the digital backend and matrix generation (not including clocks, buffers or
control circuitry) under the same operating conditions.
The block diagram of the test infrastructure, both on chip and off chip, is shown in
Figure 5-7. For testing, pre-recorded sensor signals were either driven into the ADC from
an external DAC or passed directly as digitized data into the CS block through an on-chip
deserializer. The output of the ADC can be observed synchronously with the output of the
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Figure 5-7: Testing infrastructure for the CS encoder test chip.
CS encoder block to enable a comparison between the quantized and reconlstructed signails.
Figure 5-8 shows an example of a continuous data acquisition for an N/Al ratio of 1000/ 50.
In this example, a pre-recorded EEG signal [106 driven by the off-chip DAC is sampled,
compressed and then reconstructed off-line. The input is quantized by the ADC and contin-
uously conpressed from 1000 8-bit ADC samples into 50 16-bit accumulator measurements
netting an effective compression factor of 10. As Figure 5-8 shows, the reconstructed signal
faithfully represents the distinguishing features of the original ADC output despite being
somewhat lossy.
From Chapter 2 we know that the quality of the recovered signal depends on the signal
sparseness, compression factor (N/M) and the resolutions of the ADC and CS encoder.
However, in prior analysis, the ADC was assumned to be perfectly linear while the CS encoder
resolution was always sized to accommodate the full dynamic range of the measurements. To
explore the necessity of each requirement, a synthetic EEG signal with over a dozen non-zero
elements is created anid driven by the off-chip DAC into the test chip. The measured SNR
for the reconstructed signal under varying compression factors and resolutions is plotted in
Figure 5-9. Since the number of non-zero elements exceeds what can be reconstructed from
only 50 measurements, it is expected that the reconstruction will not be perfect. However,
in each case, the largest amplitude spike signal is well recovered which is indicative of the CS
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Figure 5-8: Measured result showing continuous data acquisition of an EEG signal (driven
by an off-chip DAC) for the ADC output., compressed ieasturement s, and reconstructed
waveform for N = 1000 and M1 = 50.
reconstruction process being more robust when recovering higher energy components of the
signal. The effect of having a lower resolution ADC, is emulated by masking out the ADC's
LSBs in hardware while the effect of transmitting fewer bits from the CS encoder is mimicked
by dropping bits during reconstruction. As the plots show, there is little perceptual difference
between the reconstructed signal from an 8-bit and 5-bit ADC output. The same is true
when the measurement resolution is reduced to 8-bits by dropping LSBs in the accumulator.
If both resolution requirements could be relaxed, it would further lower the costs of the
ADC and OTA as well as improve the compression factor (by transmitting fewer bits). It is
also interesting to note that at lower resolutions, the reconstruction error from the on-chip
ADC output is lower than from an ideal ADC. This is likely due to lower quantization error
introduced 1b-y non-linearities (non- unifori cuiantization) in the on-chip ADC. This is not
a wholly unexpected result as uniform quantizers are not necessarily optimal for CS signal
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Figure ?5-9: SNR of the ideally and actual quantized signals andl associate reconstruct ed
signals for each versus ineasureient resolution (B) and ADC resolution (Qcs). Select accon-
panying waveforms provide relative points of reference for the quality of the reconstructed
signals.
recovery [84, 107].
0 5.4 Assessing Signal Quality: an EKG Example
A common problem with evaluating lossy compression schemes is that the metrics for success
are often subjective and at the discretion of an individual's perception (e.g. image comilnpres-
sion). The reconstructed signals shown in Figure 5-9 may be perfectly acceptable to one set
of users and not to another. However, when designing a systen where there are significant
costs associated with over (lesign, it is import ant to delineate between what is and what
is not enough informration. To try and highlight the inportance of this question, and at
the same time demonstrate the practical applicability of CS, an electrocardiogram (EKG)
monitoring application is used as an example. The block diagram of the experiment is shown
in Figure 5-10. In this example, a pre-recorded EKG signal from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia
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Figure 5-10: Block diagram describing the expert system which annotates QRS waves from an
EKG waveform and calculates a running estimate of the heart-rate based on the annotations.
Results from the CS system are compared to results based on the original uncornpressed
waveform.
patient database was used as the input [108] to the CS encoder. The reconstructed sig-
nals are then processed with an automated QRS wave detection algorithm whose output is
used to determine the instantaneous heart rate of the patient via another automated algo-
rithm [109]. The results from each reconstruction are compared against the same decision
algorithms based on the original uncompressed signals.
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Figure 5-11: Contour plots of (a) the PRD of the reconstructed signal and (b) the corresponding annotation error and
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Figure 5-11 plots the result of this experiment where the ADC resolution and CS encoder
resolution are swept at three different compression factors to introduce a range of signal dis-
tortions. Figure 5-11a shows the PRD of the reconstructed signal across this operating space.
The EKG signals are reconstructed using an over-complete Gabor dictionary. A more op-
timized signal basis/dictionary can be foind but in general the reconstruction performance
is on par with other reported results for the same database signals [110] even if the com-
pression performance is not quite optimlal. Figure 5-11b plots the error between QRS wave
annotations extracted from the CS reconstructed signal and annotations extracted from the
uncompressed quantized input. The annotation error is calculated for every annotation (false
positive and missed positive) and is specified in number of samples where errors greater than
10 samples are truncated to provide a useful visual dyna mic range. Similarly., Figure 5-11
plots the error in the instantaneous heart rate calculated from the QRS wave annotations
where the units are in beats per iminute (bpm). Again, errors exceeding 10 bpm have been
truncated for visual purposes. At a compression factor (N/M) of 10, the metrics provided
by each of the plots are consistent indicating that a measurenent resolution greater than
10 bits and an ADC resolution greater than 8 bits are needed to produce the same detected
heart rate as the uncompressed signal. However, the results at coimpression factors of 5 and
2 illustrate the dependency on the application context. For example., the PRD calculated for
very low ADC resolutions for an N/M = 5 would indicate that significant signal information
was lost. However, the annotation and heart rate decisions derived from these reconstructed
signals say otherwise. Similarly, when N/Al = 2 there is an intermediate range of ADC
resolutions that produce larger annotation errors, however, these errors do not significantly
corrupt the calculated heart rate. So depending on what level of infornation is required,
there is a possibility to drastically reduce the hardware requirements for certain end appli-
cations which would further reduce the total system power. Thus., developing a framework
to optimize metrics beyond PRD, MSE, and SNDR, such as described in [111], could be
extrenmel beneficial for lowering system costs.
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Table 5.1: An example of average sensor power with and without CS data compression.
* 5.5 Summary
In this chapter we discussed the design and test of the CS encoder test chip. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first demonstrated IC implementation of such a design. Test measurements
demonstrate the system benefits of using CS as a source encoder, both in regards to hard-
ware cost and compression performance as predicted in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. The measured
power results correlate well with the ilodel predictions and confirm that the minimum ci-
ergy of the encoder is limited by sub-threshold leakage. An example of the energy benefits
from compression along with the low overhead cost of the CS encoder are sumniiarized in
Table 5.1.
In the leakage dominant regime, any alternative source coling/data compression strategy
must have on the order of 1000 flip-flops or less to be competitive with CS in terms of energy
cost. So for example, in Huffman and LZW, the typical memory requirements for their
dictionaries alone would exceed 1000 elements, (typically >4 kb for 8-)it words), even in
optimized hardware [112]. When not limited by leakage, the computational complexity of any
alternative must be on the order of Al- N additions to roughly match the cost of CS. This does
not take into account the latency of the algorithm either. In the proposed implementation
of CS. there is no latency penalty to encode after the N" sample has been captured whereas
LZW and Huffman have the overhead of searching their code books; whether done in parallel
or iteratively there will be a. power cost to maintain some fixed latency/throughput.
The primary enabler for the low leakage and computational cost for CS was the devel-
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opinent of a conpact and efficient matrix element generator that created each column of <D
dynamically per sample. The resulting matrix generator is less than 1/10' the cost of the
matrix itself and is likewise an order of magnitude less energy than the next best generator
option (Al independent PRIBS). One of the important findings in developing the matrix gen-
erator is that a single PRBS generator is not functionally suitable for use in CS applications
when the input signal is oversampled. To solve this problem, we 'mixed' in the output of
a second PRBS generator and showed that the reconstruction performance using our new
matrix was equivalent to the matrix constructed from the M independent PRBS generators.
Finally we show results for an EKG application where it is shown that signal information
can be preserved across different application levels, which highlights the importance of un-
derstanding the end application and usage model as it may enable more efficient underlying
hardware.
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CHAPTER 6
Integrated Circuit Design with MEM
Relays
With the application of CS, we have shown that it is possible to create a generic hardware
interface that can efficiently capture and represent sparse information signals with a low
overhead cost of implementation. If we consider the duties of a wireless sensor node, this
essentially minimizes the active energy that a wireless sensor node must consume. However,
as we noticed with the leakage limited CS encoder design, there is an energy price paid
even when the sensor is doing nothing. In the following chapters, we will try to address the
dominant inactive energy cost of wireless sensor nodes with the adoption of a new underlying
technology: MEM relays.
As we discussed in the introduction, for sensor node lifetimes to be neasured in years
without incurring high battery costs (large batteries or battery replacements), the average
power consumption in each node must be in the range of 10 piW. However, even when sensor
nodes are deeply duty-cycled such that they are essentially inactive, the power budget may be
consumed entirely by idle memory [44). Even in the most aggressively scaled sub-threshold
memory designs, leakage energy alone can still consume on the order of 1 pAW per 32 kB
of memory [113, 114]. However, device variation nakes such aggressively voltage scaled
designs difficult to achieve at scale. Although the implementation costs of our CS encoder
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are attractive in this respect when compared to more resource demanding source encoding
algorithms, the energy consumption is still limited by device leakage.
As described in Section 1.2.3, the fundamental limitation with CMOS is that there is
always a non-zero inininum energy per circuit function where leakage energy consumption
matches the dynanic energy consumlption; the fact that the leakage current is depenlent on
the thermal voltage (kT/q), which does not scale, has caused threshold voltages (1/) to stop
scaling as well. Thus, for energy constrained applications such as WSNs (and really most IC
applications), it is of interest to investigate the use of alternative device technologies that.
offer better energy trade-offs; to outperform CMOS, this requires a higher I,,/Ig1 relationship
and steeper subthreshold slope across operating conditions where JI, and JOgC correspond to
the device on-state and off-state currents [115].
MEM Relay Overview
One promising class of devices that offers nearly ideal switching characteristics (high Ion,
low Ioj, near-infinite sub-threshold slope) are electro-st aticallv actuated MEM relays (or
switches) [116]. The fact that IEM relays exhibit zero leakage current when switched off
makes them extremely attractive for low power applications. Since the energy efficiency of
many CMOS designs (such as our CS encoder) are limited by leakage current, we naturally
are interested in exploring the viability of adopting MEM relays as a switching technology
for very-large-scale integration (VLSI) applications. To date, the cited drawbacks for MIEM
relays as a logic element have been that they are too big and too slow to be considered
competitive with CMOS. On the device level, when comparing a single MEM relay to a
single CMOS transistor, this is generally true. However, we are not building single device
systems; what we are more interested in is comparing the technologies at the system or
functional level which then allows us to provide useful feedback to the device technologists.
To assess the viability of MEM relays as a potential logic element, we first examine
and model the switching characteristics of relays. An important observation is that MEM
relays )enefit from scaling in a siiilar fashion to CMOS. The miniaturization of mechanical
structures is in fact what has allowed the MEMS field to exist in the first place. So if device
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features can continue to be shrunk, both performance (speed) and energy will continue to
improve-only there won't be any leakage current to balance against!
Based on the device switching characteristics, we then develop a circuit design method-
ology that is specifically catered to MEM relays [26]. In this way, we can compare optimized
relay designs against optimized CMOS designs. In particular we exploit the large discrep-
ancv between mechanical and electrical tine constants of the switch by implementing large
complex logic gates instead of staged logic. The results of adopting this circuit design
methodology improves the circuit level performance of logic by over an order of magnitude,
which helps narrow the performance gap witIi CMOS and expand the range of potential
applications beyond the traditional RF and power gating applications. As we will show,
the resulting design paradigm is also used to relax and improve the reliability of the device
design.
Based on this design methodology, several circuit sub-systems that span typical VLSI
building blocks, such as logic, memory and I/O, are designed and sinuilated to show that
the energy-efficiency of MEM relay circuits can be over an order of magnitude below what
is achievable in CMOS., provided that we can scale the physical dimensions. Based on the
promise of these results, we then present some experimental data that demonstrate the
feasibility of relay based circuits [22, 23]. Although most of the fabricated devices were
in a feature size larger than ultimately desired, the circuits and testing performed at this
macro" level proved to be extremely 1)enleficial in identifying, and in many cases inproving,
any issues at the device level. Finally, we present the nost recent device in the evolution
of the technology and discuss the projected performance of several circuit blocks relevant to
sensor nodes.
M 6.1 MEM Relay Technology
In general ternis, a MEM relay can be thought of as any electrical connection that is com-
pleted by soime electrically actuated nmechanical movement. A generic lumped-parameter
spring-mass-damper model for such a device is shown in Figure 6-1 where x is the displace-
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Figure 6-1: A generic lumped-parameter electro-inechanical model of a MEM relay.
ment, k is the effective spring constant, b is the damping force, in is the effective inertial
mass, and Feiec is the applied electrostatic force. There are nunerous ways to realize this type
of switching function and the model parameters for each realization will be determined by
the switch's physical dimenlsions and structural materials [19,116-120]. The design method-
ologies and results that we will present are generally applicable across different MEM\ relay
designs. For example, our initial analysis in this area developed the design insights based
on a MEM cantilever relay (Figure 6-2a) [26]. However. the majority of the experimental
work [23] was based on a later design: a 4-terminal (4T) folded spring MEM relay (Fig-
ure 6-2b) [19].1 The results presented in this thesis have origins associated with both device
types, and although their absolute performance (speed, voltage, energy) is different,, their
device operation and -models are essentially the same, so we will describe these devices in
tandem and differentiat e where appropriate.
U 6.1.1 MEM Relay Structures
Figure 6-2 shows a diagram of the layout and cross-sectional views of the 4-terminal can-
tilever relay and the more recently designed 4T folded spring relay. The device dimensions
The design, fabrication and device test, data for the cantilever and folded spring design were done by
Hei (Anderson) Kam and Rhesa Nathanael, respectively -both at the UC-Berkeley Microlab.
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Figure 6-2: Layout and cross-section views of aS 4-terminal cantilever MEM relay (a) and a
folded flexure (crab leg) MEM relay (b). In general we will use 4T to refer to the crab leg
design in (b)
associated with the different fabricated devices are listed in Table 6.1. The general compo-
sition and function of the relay is similar t~o a, MOSFET in that there are four terminals;
both relays consist of a of a gate terminal that suspends a. floating channel, separated by
a gate oxide, over the body, drain and source electrodes. The folded spring design helps
mitigate the effects of any residual. stress in the device that mayi cause out of plane bend-
ing/curling [121]. This robustness to residual stress was one of the reasons for later moving
to the folded spring dlesign as this was one failure mnechanismi of the cantilever design. Poly-
crystalline silicon-germianium (poly-SiGe) is used a~s the gate's structural miaterial because
of its thermal compatibility with backend CMOS processes [122] while tungsten is chosen
for the channel, drain, source and body electrodes due to its compatibility with HF-vpor
etching [123 124] and its physical and electrical durability as a contact material [125]. As we
will discuss later, the insight, that aided the choice of tungsten as a contact material emerged
device dimensions used in experiiental data [23,26].
Device W7 x LA W L H g gd
Cantilever (5 pm) N/A 5 pi 30 pm 1 pm 500 nm 250 nm
Cantilever (2 pr) N/A 2 mir 12 /n 400 nm 200 un 100 rn
Cantilever (1 pm) N/A I pin 6 pm 200 nm 100 nm 50 nm
Folded spring 27x30 pm 5 prn 27 pm 1 pm 200 nm 100 nm
from circuit level analysis. For the folded spring (cantilever) relay, the channel is suspended
beneath (above) the gate's center plate by an insulating aluminum oxide (AlO3) layer which
acts as a gate dielectric. The actual contact points, or contact dimples, protrude out from
the channel and restrict the distance that the gate can be displaced. For the folded spring
design, after the entire structure has been released, it is coated with a thin layer (~1-2 A) of
titanium oxide (TiO 2) to reduce current densities at the contacts and slow down any native
tungsten oxide formation.
m 6.1.2 Static Switching Characteristics
The basic operating states of the relay are also shown in Figure 6-2. The device is actuated
by applying an electrostatic force (Fe1 ec) between the movable gate electrode and the body
electrode beneath it. When a sufficient electrostatic force is applied to overcome the me-
chanical spring force of the relay, the entire gate and channel structure will be "pulled-in"
such that the channel completes the connection between the source and drain (as shown by
the ON state cross-sections). To open the switch, the applied voltage must be reduced until
the gate's spring restoring force returns it to its original resting position (the OFF state).
The measured leakage of the folded spring 4T relay in this OFF state is shown in Figure 6-3.
The figure shows both of the attractive aspects of MEM relays: the leakage is beneath the
noise floor of the measurement instrumentation and the current drops by over 1.0 orders of
magnitude over a 1 mV input voltage.
The critical voltage at which the switch closes is called the pull-in voltage (V)i) and it gets
its name from the fact that for a fixed gate-to-body voltage, the electrostatic force increases
as the gate gets closer to the body. When the applied voltage is such that the spring force
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Figure 6-3: Measured leakage of a 4T folded spring MEM Relay (data courtesy of Rhesa
Nathanael) [19].
is not sufficient to balance out the electrostatic force. then positive feedback occurs and the
gate abruptly gets "pulled-in". The resulting derived value for V, is [126]:
8 kg3
I 7 -eff" (6.1)
where go is the actuation gap when Feiec = 0. A is the actuation area, ejfj is the effective
dielectric seen between the center plate (or beam) and the body electrode (~ Eo, air), and k
is the effective spring constant of the relay. More details on this derivation can be found in
A.3. The analytic expression for the effective (flexural) spring constant is:
2EW H3k =(6.2)
where -v is a constant dependent on the device structure, E is the Young's modulus of the
gate, and W, L and T are the width, length and thickness of the spring arms/cantilever
beam. For the cantilever design, - = 0.25, while for the folded spring structure, y = 2.
For the folded spring design, a imore precise calculation that includes both flexural arid
torsional conponents is described in [127]. Once the device has been pulled in, the amount
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Figure 6-4: Illustration of the aiibipolar pull-in and pull-out for the relays where gap distance
(g) is plotted against the applied gate-to-body voltage.
of electrostatic force needed to keep the pulled-in state, V, (the "pull-out" voltage), is less
than 1, since the actuation gap is now smaller. A similar exercise as used to determine V,,
can )e used to find V,.
V -K F )2(go - gd) 2
VO = (kg - FA)- ' (6.3)
,e f A
In (6.3), ga is the gap between the dimple contacts and the drain/source electrodes and FA
accounts for the surface adhesion force at the contact points. V,4 an( V,,O are analogous to
the threshold voltage in MOSFETs only that there are separate thresholds for turning the
switch on and off. This is illustrated in Figure 6-4. The difference between V, and V,
results in a switching hysteresis that can limit the functional operating voltage since the
voltage swing at, the gate/body must at least span the two thresholds. For the folded spring
dimensions shown in Table 6.1, the resulting analytic values for V, and V§o are ~8 V and
-7 V respectively.
M 6.1.3 Dynamic Switching Characteristics
Similar to second order electrical systems, the switching delay of the relay is inversely pro-
portional to the resonant frequency, o = k/rn. The precise delay of the switch was
modeled by Hei Kam and simulated in ANSYS [115]. The result of this analysis produced
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Table 6.2: Electrical parameters for the
Device Reo RO, Cgb C~gc Cyd, Cgs Ceb
Cantilever ~ 0.25Q N/A 5.3 fF 50 fF <1 fF <1 fF
Folded spring 0.1Q 500 - 1000Q 32 fF 150 fF 6 fF 7 fF
the following analytical nodel for the switching delay:
m1 ga rld
ta = a - x.k o 9K Vi (6.4)
f or 5 Vi > Vda > 1.1Vi, g g / 3
where 0.8, and (, j3, arid are fitting parameters that are a function of the quality
factor (Q) of the system. As shown in [127], these values saturate for values of Q > I so
there is little performance to be gained by increasing Q. Unlike RBF MEM switches, which
are designed to resonate and thus prefer high Q, these switches are actually designed for low
Q to avoid contact bounce and long settling times when turning off. A low Q also means
that vacuum packaging solutions may not be necessary to insure the switching speed of the
relay.
Like with transistors, the speed of the MEM switch is dependent on how much gate-to-
body voltage is applied in excess of the pull-in voltage. For the folded spring dimensions
listed in Table 6.1 and a relatively small overdrive voltage (' /Vp = 1.2), the mechanical
delay (tmech) is roughly 30 ps. At this point we should point out that this only represents
the tu.trn-on delav (tjon) of the relay. The turn-ofj delay (ta,off), or the time it takes to open
the switch. is much shorter than t(,,, since the relay only needs to travel enough. distance
(~1 urn) to break the contacts rather than the entire gap distance.
M 6.1.4 Electrical Characteristics of the Relay
The switch capacitance and resistance for the 4T folded spring relay are shown in the elec-
trical model of the relay in Figure 6-5. The model for the cantilever is nearly identical with
all of the same components (only different values). Of the major contributors to device
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Figure 6-5: Electrical model of the folded spring MEM relay.
capacitance, only the gate-to-body capacitance (Cb) is desirable (for actuation) while the
other capacitances are unwanted parasitics. In both the cantilever and crab leg designs. C.1
and the gate-to-channel capacitance (C.c) are the largest components where Cgb and Cgc are
simply:
60W VL co UA LA
g g
C11c = (6.6)
tox
where to, and so, are the gate oxide thickness and relative permittivity and Ie and Lc
are the dimensions of the channel. When the relav is switched off. Cq is the dominant
component, and when the switch closes, C,,c is also seen at the gate. O7qc is relatively large
because it is only separated from the gate by a thin layer of Al 2 03 whose dielectric constant
is ~9. As a point of reference, Table 6.2 sumnnarizes the worst case (switch closed) electrical
parameters for the 5 pin devices from Table 6.1.
The total on-resistance (R,,) of the relay is comprised of the wire trace resistance (Rtr),
the contact resistance (Ro1), channel resistance (RcI,) and the resistance of the passivating
TiO 2 layer (Rp,,). Of these components, Rc.1 and Roz are by far the largest components
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as their contact area is limited by surface asperities [128]. For the scale of devices tested,
the component attributable to the conductive oxide resistance was dominant where the total
measured on-resistance ranged frormi 500-1000 Q. Based on these values, the electrical time
constant of one switch driving itself (anal-ogous to fT in MOSFETs) is roughly 100-200 ps
(and even lower for the cantilever design). However, as the device scales, it is expected that
Rco, will become increasingly significant. The contact resistance can be expressed as [129]:
Rco- = , (6.7)3 A,
where A, is the effective area of the contact, and p and A are the resistivity and electron
mean free path of the contact material respectively. For tungsten, the values for p and A
are 55 n-im and 33 nm respectively. The effective area of the contact, which is typically
dominated by asperities, is a, function of the loading force which is dependent on the applied
electrostatic force (Fec), material hardness (H), and the deformation coefficient (() at the
contact:
A", F (6.8)
( is a measure of the plasticity of the contact asperities [130] and is < 0.3 for elastic defor-
mation, between 0.3 and 0.75 for elastoplastic deformation and < 1 for plastic deformation.
For a IOOX scaled device Rc,) grows to the 1 k. range which is roughly equivalent to what
Rpox is currently. So even if the passivating oxide is no longer needed, switch resistance is
still expected to be in the kQ range for device scales of interest.
m 6.1.5 MEM Device Scaling
At these dimensions, clearly the size and performance of the NIEM switch is not comparable
to current CMOS technologies. However, like CMOS, MEM relays also benefit from device
scaling. For example, Table 6.3 shows that if all of the physical dimensions (I, H, L,
g, etc...) of the relay are simply scaled linearly, then V, should scale linearly too. As a
result, the delay and energy scale quadratically and cubicly. Experimental verification of
V scaling for the cantilever relay is shown in Figure 6-6. There are niore energy-efficient
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Table 6.3: Constant Field Scaling for MEM relays showing the corresponding device dimnen-
sions and parameters for a folded spring relay scaled by 1OX.
Device or Constant With Scaling
Circuit Parameter Scaling Factor Factor = 10
Physical diiensions: LA, WI4, T, H 1/S 2.7,3,0.5,0.1 pn
Beam Length: L 1/S 2.7 pm
Gap Distance: g, gd 1/S 20,10 nim
Actuation Area: I/S2 4.5 pm 2
Surface Forces: F1  1I/S2 4 nN
Pull-in Voltage: V,, j, 1/S 0.67 V
Gate Capacitance: Cqc, Cgb, Cjd,qs 1/S 4.7, 4.0 fF
Speed: tnech ~1/s2 400 ns
Energy: V'I- C, 1/S3 5.7 fJ
scaling strategies [127], but in general these scaling trends indicate that there is a direct path
towards improving the performance and energy of IEM relays. It is also for this reason,
that the device was designed to actuate in the z-direction such that the actuation gap, which
is the smallest diniension of the device, would not have to be defined (and be limited) by
lithography. Naturally not all of these dimensions are as easily scalable as described: these
and other challenges will be discussed later.
0 6.2 MEM Relays for VLSI Applications
One of the reasons for choosing the design of the 4T relay to be so similar to CMOS is
so that it can leverage as much of the design infrastructure that has been built up around
CMOS as possible. And although the 4T MEM relay shares rmany sinilar characteristics
with MOSFETs, in this section, we will discuss the fundanental differences in device char-
acteristics that miotivate an alternative set of circuit design strategies corpared to what is
conventional in CMOS.
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Figure 6-6: Measured cantilever relay pull-in voltages as device widths are scaled. (Data
courtesy of Hei Kam.)
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Figure 6-7: MEM relays as logic elements.
M 6.2.1 MEM Switches as a Logic Element
As was described in Section 6.1, the operation of the MEM relay is such that when a sufficient
electrostatic force is applied between the gate and body terminals, the switch will close. The
voltage at which this occurs (Vj) is analogous to the threshold voltage (Vh) in MOSFETs, so
the logical function of the relay is the same as a transistor except for two key (listinguishing
features. First, for MEM relays the electrostatic force can be applied by either a positive or
negative gate-to-body voltage. Thus, for a gate input that swings between ground and Vda,
the same relay can act as either a PMOS or NMOS equivalent device by simply biasing the
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body node to either Vda or ground respectively. This is illustrated in Figure 6-7 which shows
the use of the MEM relay corresponding to the two logic switch elements in CMOS. Also
shown in Figure 6-7 is the other distinguishing characteristic. Unlike CMOS devices. , & is
(nominally) independent of the source and drain voltages so both " PMOS" and "NMOS"'
devices are equally good at pulling up to supply as they are at pulling down to ground.
Consequently, implementation of both inverting and non-inverting logic gates are possible.
0 6.2.2 Logic Styles for MEM Relays
While MEM switches can implement the same logic styles as CMOS, their electrical char-
acteristics and behavior are significantly different than that of CMOS transistors. Conse-
quently, relay circuit topologies should be tailored to optimize their device characteristics
rather than follow those of CMOS. Since CMOS circuits are dominated by their electrical
time constant, there is a quadratic delay penalty for stacking devices in series. Consequently,
the proper way to design in CMOS is to buffer and distribute the logical and electrical effort
over many stages of simpler logic gates [101, 131]. In contrast, the delay of a MEM relay
is dominated by the time it takes to mechanically actuate the gate. In the example from
Section 6.1, the mechanical delay (-30 ps) is orders of magnitude larger than the electrical
time constant (-200 ps for R,= 1kQ) associated with charging or discharging the output
once the switch closes.
Given this large disparity between the mechanical and electrical delays of the switch, the
observation we made is that relay-based circuits should optimally be designed such that all
mechanical movements would happen simultaneously even if this drastically increases the
on-resistance of the logic gate [26]. To illustrate this point., Figure 6-8 plots the delay of
a. cascaded series of N 2-input AND gates implemented with both transistors and MEM
relays using static CMOS an(d pass-transistor logic styles. As the plot shows, adopting
a static CMOS logic style is a poor choice for MEM relays since the mechanical delay is
incurred at every stage and thus the circuit performance tracks the device performance.
Likewise, pass transistor logic is ill suited to take advantage of MOSFET characteristics.
However, when pass-transistor logic is used with relays., the incremental electrical delay due
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Figure 6-8: Delay of N 2-input AND gates implemented using transistors and relays in both
static CMOS and pass transistor logic styles (90 nm CMOS [20), folded spring MEM Relay
scaled 20X)
to stacking devices in series is small when compared to the mechanical delay of the relay and
thus the performance gap between CMOS and MEM relays begins to shrink for longer logic
depths. The extent to which relays can be stacked in series depends on the relative delay
between mechanical and electrical delays. Eventually, the number of series devices will be
large enough such that the electrical delay approaches the mechanical delay at which point
a buffer should be added. Even in scaled versions of the device, this cross-over point does
not happen until the device stack exceeds 100's of relays. Most practical logic functions have
a lower fan-in than this, so in general, relay based circuits should be designed as a single
complex gate when possible. 2
2This should really come as no surprise since many of the macro sized relay circuits used before transistors
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Figure 6-9: Circuit level comparison between CMOS and MEM relays.
M 6.2.3 Relay vs. CMOS Paradigms
Since each device technology has its own preferred logic style., the proper level of abstraction
at which CMOS and MEM switches should be compared is not at the device level, but
rather at the circuit or functional level. As shown in Figure 6-9, the performance of a
relay based circuit is essentially bound by the relay's mechanical delay; relay circuits pay
very little penalty in total delay by adding complexity as long as all of the relays can switch
simultaneously. Thus, as the conplexity of the function grows, the disparity in delay )etween
MEM switches and CMOS diminishes. By implementing complex pass transistor logic, the
number of relays needed to implement a function is typically fewer than the number of CMOS
transistors so the area overhead is also not as dranatic as it may initially seem. Additionally,
since the electrical delay is relatively insignificant, there is no notion or need for tapered gate
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were designed in a similar fashion [132].
sizing in relay design so all relays can be minimally sized.
N 6.3 Energy/Performance of Relay Circuits vs. CMOS
Having made this observation about how logic circuits using relays should be designed, we
want to quantify the relative circuit level performance between a MEM relay and CMOS
circuit to see what the real trade-offs are. For our initial exploration [26], we chose to
compare a 32-bit adder implemented using technology scaled 4-terminal cantilever relays
to a CMOS adder optimized for energy-efficiency [21]. The adder is chosen because it is a
moderately complex block that is representative of the performance of most random digital
logic: convenientlv, it is also the core circuit of the CS encoder describel in Chapter 5. Both
designs are compared for lithographic feature sizes definable by a 90 nm equivalent CMOS
technology. To estimate the cantilever relay performance, we developed a simple Verilog-A
circuit model based on the electrical and mechanical parameters described in Section 6.1 for
simulation in Spectre.
* 6.3.1 Relay Adder Design
Figure 6-10 shows the design of the MEM relay adder. Adhering to the design philosophies
discussed earlier, each full adder cell is designed so that all of the switches nominally turn
on/off simultaneously so that only one mechanical delay is incurred.3 Since the MEM relav
can be actuated with either positive or negative polarities, an XOR gate can be implemented
with a single switch. This property is exploited to calculate the sum and propagate signals
efficiently. The entire cell is designed with both true and complementary signals to avoid the
need for inversion during the add, which would incur an additional mechanical delay. The
full 32-bit adder is created by cascading each full adder cell in a carry-ripple configuration.
The critical path of the 32-bit relay adder is through the cascaded carry chain (similar to a
3 If the signals all arrive simultaneously. this condition will not occur since the turn-on and turn-off delays
are not the same. However, since relays turn off faster, short circuit conditions should never occur as we are
always "breaking" before "making" connections
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Figure 6-10: Schematic of a 32-bit Manchester carry chain adder implemented using MEM
relays. Each full adder (FA) cell is a single diffierential complex gate.
Manchester Carry chain) and can be al)proximlated by:
32 -33
tadd tech + 323 RonCqtot + 32ROnCIL (6.9)
where CL is the output load capacitance on the sum outputs (S). The delay of the 32-bit
adder is still nominally one mechanical delay since the additional electrical delay caused
by cascading the full adder cells is fairly insignificant. In the event that the output no(de is
heavily loaded, a buffer relay can be added at the output of the adder such that the resulting
delay becomes:
32 -33
tadd,max = 2 tmech + RonCq,tot + Ro0 0 CL (6.10)2
This delav is essentially the upper bound on the adder delay for any value of CL (since We
can always add parallel devices at the output).
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Figure 6-11: (a) Energy-throughput comparison of 32-bit adders after sizing and %a] seal-
ing: a static CMOS Sklansky design [21] versus a cantilever MEM relay adder. (b) Area-
throughput tradeoffs in relay adders targeting an E0 , of 20 fJ in comparison to CMOS adders
with 25 fF or 100 fF of load for the same performance (throughput).
N 6.3.2 Cantilever Adders: Energy vs. Throughput vs. Area
The results of the energy/performance comparison for the cantilever relay adder are plotted
in Figure 6-11a where the energy per operation is plotted against the delay of a single add
operation for both designs. Both the relay adder and CMOS adder performuances are plotted
for two different output load scenarios (25 fF and 100 fF). The energy to drive the final
output load is not included in the plots, so only the load's effect on delay is captured. We
also plot the energy-delay curves for a buffered relay output as described in calculating
t odd,max. It is interesting to note that buffering the output load is more energy efficient for
larger loads and at higher voltages (when the relative mechanical delay overhead is smaller).
To gauge the impact of contact resistance at small scales, Figure 6-11a also includes
the performance of a relay adder assuming that the contact material is gold (Au); gold is
ty)i(ally rega'rded as the best contact imaterial for miniizing contact resistance in low force
applications [133]. For Figure 6-11a, there is only one plot for the gold contact relay adder
since the load capacitance has almost no effect on the total delay. The relative performance
penalty from using tungsten over gold contacts is roughly 2X. However, the softness of gold
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can lead to problems such as stiction and low enlurance which makes this penalty relatively
small considering the reliability that a harder metal such as tungsten offers.
It is important to note that the final operating point on the CMOS curve represents the
inirumum energy point of the design, so even if the adder is run any slower, the energy per
operation will not decrease. The area of all of the relay adders is estimated as slightly less
than 500 pmn2 which is roughly equivalent to the CMOS adder when it is (iriving a 25 fF
load [26]. Thus, for operating frequencies below -100 MHz, the MEM relay adder will offer
nearly an order of magnitude more energy-efficient option at the same performance and area
as CMOS.
The energy efficiency offered by such a relay adder could then be extended to higher
throughputs by trading off an increase in area to utilize parallelism. This area/performance
trade-off is plotted in Figure 6-11b for a constant E, of 20 fJ (~10X improvement over
CMOS) while maintaining performance parity with CIOS. As the plots show, the area
overhead is bounded at throughputs above the minimum energy point of CMOS. at which
point the CMOS adder will need to be parallelized as well to maintain the same energy effi-
ciency. A large portion of the energy gains (~30X) are due to the lower gate and drain/source
capacitaice per device which result from a larger gate-to-)ody ga) (10 mn vs. 2nm) and
lower dielectric (air vs. gate oxide). Also, there are fewer devices required to implement
the relay-based adder than for its CMOS counterpart. The remaining energy gains can be
attributed to the additional supply scaling that is not possible or is not beneficial for CMOS.
0 6.3.3 4T Relay Adders: Energy vs. Delay
The energy efficiency results described above provided the impetus for further pursuing MEM
relay technology. However, because of reliability and yield issues, the actual relay device that
we designed with and that yielded experimental results evolved into the folded spring relay
design. Since this design was experimentally more stable, even at larger scale, we are likewise
interested in its potential energy efficiency at scaled dimensions. This effort was led by Matt
Spencer fronmi UC-Berkeley who refined the Verilog-A circuit model such that it was more
stable near contact discontinuities and could be used for larger scale circuit simulations this
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Figure 6-12: Energy-throughput comparison of an optimized CMOS 32-bit adder versus a
scaled MEM relay 32-bit adder in a 90 nm1 lithographic process [22].
model was then applied with a similar set of experiments as used on the cantilevers only
using a scaled 4Tl folded spring relay instead [22]. The results of this study are plotted in
Figure 6-12 which shows the energy performance of the scaled relay both with and without
the load energy included. As the plots show, we see a similar energy performance trade-off
and still order of iagnitjude gains in energy efficiency at lower supply voltages. The speed
and energy of the scaled folded spring relay is not quite as good as predicted by the cantilever
design since there is overhead (energy) for the thicker center plate an~d additional spring legs.
However, the comparison between the projected cantilever and folded spring design is a good
indicator of the reliability performance tra(le-off in tie device design.
M 6.4 Relay Circuits for Sensors
In the last section we showed that MEM relays have the potential to improve on the energy
efficiency of curreit CMOS logic designs. Since the origin of these gains come from decreased
capacitance, supply scaling and the absence of leakage, many of these advantages extend
beyond datapatli functions and should have similar benefits in memory, and mixed-signal
components as well [26]. In this section we will discuss relay based designs for some of these
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Figure 6-13: A 4 relay (4R) SRAM cell showing each of the legal operating states.
circuit sub-syst ems that are relevant to sensor nodes.
N 6.4.1 Relay Memories
As we have mentioned, one of the primary limitations to sensor lifetime is the idle leakage
current in memories, and in particular SRAMs. SRAMs often need to retain their data based
on requirements outside of their own circuit sub-system so operating at the minimum energy
point or periodically shutting down are often not available leakage reduction options [113].
In this regards, MEM relays present a nearly perfect solution. However, the typical 6T
SRAM is a circuit not conducive to relay design. This is because an SRAM cell works on the
principle of ratioed logic where internal transistors in the memory need to be overpowered
in order to write to the cell. Although in principle relay based designs could implement a
similar circuit (by placing many relays in parallel), this would then require the variation of
R,,m for relays to be well controlled, which works against many of the advantages of relays
that we have discussed so far.
Instead, for relays we can implement memory by taking advantage of the fact that we
can implement non-inverting logic and make use of having two control terminals (gate and
body). The resulting example of a relay SRAM cell is shown in Figure 6-13. The basic
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SRAM cell is essentially a latch, only the cross-coupled inverters are replaced with a single
relay buffer. In the example shown, the bit-line (BL) is shared between read (RDWL) and
write (WL) word-lines to maximize density. The body terininal of the access relay is used to
separately enable reads from writes. To enable simultaneous read/write access, an additional
access relay placed at the output of the buffer and a separate read bit-line would be needed.
Besides the fact that there is no static current path in this circuit, relay memories will not
need the equivalent of a sense amp and in general, the power consumed by the memory will
be entirely proportional to the access rate. The read delay of the SRAM is one mechanical
delay while the write delay, to insure latched data, is two mechanical delays (one for the
access relay and one for the buffer). Perhaps the major drawback when compared to CMOS
is the density of the relay memory array which has 2/3 the number of devices but each device
is -1OX the size of the transistor. However, as mentioned, this may be offset somewhat by
a reduction in sipport and peripheral circuitry. Nonetheless, the leakage associated with
whatever amount of CMOS SRAM that is replaced will be eliminated by moving to a MEM
relay based memory.
0 6.4.2 Relay DAC
In addition to mieniory and processing units, sensor nodes will still need a. way to interface
to analog inputs/outputs (I/O). Given the abrupt switching behavior of relays, the imple-
mentation of efficient analog and mixed-signal building blocks critical to I/Os is significantly
less clear. Many of the ADC and digital-to-analog converter (DAC) architectures used in
CMOS rely on the ability to operate transistors in their saturation region, providing high
output impedance and the ability to generate relatively linear voltage gain with low drain-
source voltage. For MEI relays, there is no such mode of operation and thus the challenge
is to build nixed-niode circuits using these relays despite their ineffectiveness in performing
traditional analog processing.
Recently even in CMOS there has been a transition to largely "digital" analog processing
blocks to leverage the scalability of digital circuits [134, 135]. We leverage some of these
design trends for relay circuits. Figure 6-14 shows one implementation of a DAC inspired
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Figure 6-14: DAC topology, schematic and-l equivalent DC and AC circuits.
by an existing CMOS voltage mode driver [136]. In this example, each inverter/driver is
driven by a thermometer encoded input where N = 2k - 1 and A is the bit resolution of
the DAC. Each inverter is composed of a MEM relay-based buffer followed by a resistor the
resistor is necessary to provide both a constant controlled termination (R/N) and a means
for intermediate voltage generation. It is also important to observe that the inputs of the
relay DAC can operate at a core voltage that is indepen(lent of the I/O voltage, so in this
respect it also acts as a level shifter.
Assuming that the contact resistance of the relays is unpredictable and varies over a
wide range, for the DAC to operate as described, R should be at least an order of magnitude
greater than the worst case expected contact resistance. For gold-based contacts this does
not present a stringent constraint. but for tungsten-based contacts in a scaled technology, R
would have to be at least 10 k to ensure at worst a 10% error in any single DAC element.
If we assume that the termination resistance is specified by a required output bandwidth
(BW4) for a given output load (C,), then the power to drive the out put is independent of
the DACs resolution:
V2 INI Vy2  N
Po- - 10 BW - CL, BW1 = 1 (6.11)4R 4 RCe
For example, a DAC with a, 1 pF load, a voltage swing (V'ro) of 200 mV, and a desired
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bandwi(lth of I GHz will require about 62.8 pW of power. Similarly, a 50 Q termination will
cost 200 pW. Assuming that we always design the output bandwidth to our desired signaling
rate, or else use parallelism to signal on the channel up to its bandwidth, the energy per bit
simply due to driving the output is:
7r
Ebit = -- V1(CL (6.12)
2
For the example given above, this translates to 62.8 fJ/bit which is more than an order
of magnitude smaller than the output driver power reported in [137]. However, this only
accounts for the load power, which generally dominates the DAC) power, but even if we
include switch power, than the worst case total DAC power is:
P)AC = P1 o + NC'V,rfJ (6.13)
where f, is the signaling frequency (ideally this would be linked to BW4/). The power of
switching the DAC itself exceeds the output load power when NCg > (o/Vcore )2 - (7/2)CL
assuming that BW = 27f. When Vo= Vcore, N is on the order of 1000 or more (~10 bits)
for a load capacitance of 1 pF and scaled relay gate capacitance of -2 fF. So even in this
scenario, the relay DAC power is still 5X less than the CMOS transmitter.
0 6.4.3 Relay-based Flash ADC
As we saw in the CS digital encoder design (Figure 4-6). we were limited by leakage at low
sampling rates while at higher sampling frequencies we were limited by the ADC. If we adopt
a. MEMI relay based digital backend, then we will no longer be limited by leakage and ADC
power will become the limiting component-. As we have shown so far, the energy-efficiency of
relav-based circuits is maximized by topologies that leverage parallelism. Relays themselves
do not provide any linear gain so architectures such as pipelined ADCs would need to rely
on passive components to provide the gain and would also have a latency proportional to
the number of bits times the mechanical delay. Meanwhile, any iterative or oversampling
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Figure 6-15: Relay comparator hysteresis when the relay is initially (a) on and (b) off.
converters will incur the mechanical delay of the relays many times over so their sampling
frequencies will be linited. Consequently, the ADC architecture that is most amenable to
relays is the Flash ADC topology.
Relay Comparators
As we have seen, MEM relays act as very good switches, and more importantly for a Flash
ADC, the switching threshold is adjustable via the body terminal. Thus, the MEM relay
lends itself to being a good comparator. However, two distinct characteristics of relays that
must be kept in mind when designing a relay-based Flash ADC are:
1. MEM relays exhibit hysteresis with a larger turn-on threshold (V,?) than turn-off
threshold (V 0).
2. The relay will be actuated in response to voltage inputs that are either above or below
its body voltage.
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Figure 6-16: ADC block diagram and comparator schematic.
The effect of the switching hysteresis is shown in Figure 6-15. The difference in switching
thresholds means that the state of the comparators before making a comparison must be the
same across all comparators (i.e. we want to always use V'i or V',, as our threshold) in order
to get ion-data-dependent, results. If we want to use Vi as the switching threshold, that
imeans that all of the comparators in the comparator bank must be simultaneously turned
off at some point. This essentially limits the input voltage range to be 2V, at best (such
that there is a voltage at which all corparators will be off), which in scaled processes will
be quite small. Alternatively, if we use V, as the threshold, then we just need to find a
voltage where all comparators are turned on (e.g. VTan. + Vj). Since the latter option is
more flexible and easier to guarantee, we chose to use that for our design.
In order to enable this state, we must pre-charge the input to the comparator bank to
some known voltage (that will close all the switches). The resulting block diagram of the
ADC to implement this function is shown in Figure 6-16a along with the schematic for
the sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit and comparator. The converter consists of a bank of
comparators that are each a dynamic inverter (or buffer) with varying )ody-bias thresholds
generated by a resistor string. During the sample phase., the comparator bank is reset and the
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Figure 6-17: Simulated ADC output code vs. Input Voltage.
outputs of each comparator are pre-charged high. For the comparison phase, the Hold switch
is enabled and the pull-up path of the comparators is also enabled. All of the comparators
whose threshold is within one pull-out voltage of the input will remain off and keep their
output rodes high. 4
The ambipolar characteristic of relays presents a decoding challenge as it implies that
the response of relay-based comparators to the input voltage will be non-mronotonic; these
comparators actually act as absolute value comparators. This means that for a given input
voltage, there will be a band of comparators that are left off while comparators both above
and below will be on. A 6-bit ADC was simulated in Spectre using the Verilog-A models
mentioned earlier and the output of the ADC is plotted in Figure 6-17. The comparator
outputs (and equivalent code) corresponding to the highest and lowest threshold comparator
to stay off are plotted. The actual decoder can choose either curve as the output.
The energy consumed by this ADC design is dominated by the reference generation. For
the example given, where V1CO RE = 300 mV, VREF = 1 V. C = 500 fF, R = 4 kQ, and
4To enable performance optimization of the ADC, a separate signal is used for Samp, Hold, and Eval
to allow sepa)rate control of timing to account for differences between the mechfanical turn-on and turn-off
delays.
ROFF = 74 kQ, the energy consumption in a single cycle is ~350 fJ, out of which 320 fJ is
dissipated by the reference supply for threshold generation and reset. This translates to 5.5
fJ/conversion step for a 6-bit 10 MS/s converter, which is equivalent to the best reported
modern CMOS based converter [138]. The energy for this converter, which is quadratically
dependent on supply voltage, can be further reduced if the input dynamic range is re(luced
by scaling down V1REF or if the resistors in the reference ladder can be increased (smaller
comparator kickback). In a imore practical design, additional redundancy in the comparators
will likely have to be added to deal with variation in a manner similar to [139]. Fortunately,
additional comparators (for either redunlancy or more resolution) in the converter cones
at a relatively low penalty in energy since much of the energy is consumed in the reference
generation.
0 6.5 Summary
In this section we introduced and proposed the use of MEM relays as a fundamental switch
technology for VLSI circuit applications. The primary motivation for exploring the use
of MEM relays was because of their immeasurably low off-st ate leakage and nearly ideal
switching transition between on and off states. NIEMS benefit from scaling in the same way
that CMOS does, but despite this their device switching speeds are still orders of magnitude
slower than in CMOS. However, in this section, we showed how relay optimized circuit design
can narrow the performance gap with CMOS by over an order of magnitude at the circuit and
architecture levels. Additionally, we confirmed for moderate throughputs (<10-100 MOPS)
that relay circuits offer an order of magnitude improvement in energy-efficiency for logic and
for other circuit sub-systems as well. Here we summarize the following relay circuit design
insights and guidelines that were developed:
Mechanical vs. Electrical Delay
1. MEM relay circuits should be designed as single complex gates (ala pass transistor
logic) when possible. The electrical delay is orders of magnitude smaller than the
mechanical delay allowing for many stacked devices with little delay penalty.
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2. For logic, relay circuits only require a single mnininui sized relay as a building block
since electrical delay has little impact on performance, so there is no equivalent to
gate sizing as in CMOS.
3. For large output loads, only a single stage buffer is necessary to reduce the effect on
longer device stacks and improve the energy efficiency of the circuit.
Source/Drain Independent Actuation
I. Independence 1)etweenl the control termli nals (gate/body) and outtp it termiials (source/drain)
enables both inverting and non-inverting logic gates to be implemented-minimizing
the number of stages/relays to implement a logic function.
2. Independence between gate/body and source/drain also means that relays can be
used as natural level shifting element, as seen with the DAC.
Hysteretic and Ambipolar actuation
1. Aribipolar actuation enables the construction of both P\OS and NMOS-like relay
equivalents.
2. Relays have different turn-on and turn-off thresholds and delays. Fortunately for logic,
the turn-off delay is always shorter such that circuits will "break" before "make,".
3. Relays act as absolute value comparators, so when used in circuits that require corn-
parison, a single relay output may not give you sufficient information to tell you where
the input is.
4. Hysteresis in the relay's switching characteristics also requires that the state of the
relay is known before being used as a comparator, otherwise the threshold used for
comparison will be unknown. Dynamic circuit logic styles are well suited for this as
they allow for relays to be reset to a known state without prematurely evaluating the
output.
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CHAPTER 7
MEM Relay Design for Future Integrated
Circuits
The potential of MEM relay technology presented in the previous section is attractive for
energy constrained applications. However, the benefits need to be dernonstrated and the
device technology is still not yet mature. In this chapter we discuss some of the steps taken
towards validating the design prenlises as well as refining the technology development to
improve future relay circuit performance.
0 7.1 Experimental Results
To verify the initial concept behind relay based integrate(d circuits, a test vehicle comprised of
various small to nediun sized functional blocks implemented using only relays was designed
and fabricated [23]. The chip fabrication was done in a 1 pn lithographic process at the
UC-Berkeley Microlab by Rhesa Nathanael. The design, test and layout. of the circuits was
a collaborative effort between students from MIT, UC-Berkeley and UCLA.1
The layout of the test chip (named CLICKR1) is shown in Figure 7-1 which contains logic,
sequential memory elements, menLory arrays, I/O and clocking circuits. The dimensions of
The stuadents besides myself that were involved were: Hossein Fariborzi (MIT), Matt Spencer (UC-
Berkeley), and Chengcheng Wang (UCLA)
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Figure 7-1: Die photo
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and circuit layout of the 9 mm x 9 mm CLICKR1 test chip [23].
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Figure 7-2: Measured VTC of a MEM relay inverter.
the relays on this test chip are the same as shown in Figure 6-2 and Taible 6.1. Despite the
large dimensions, some of the underlying design principles, such as the disparity in mechanical
and electrical time constants, can still be demonstrated. Furthermore, building confidence
in the device and circuit modeling infrastructure and demonstrating circuit functionality is
an important step towards larger scale integration.
E 7.1.1 DC Transfer Characteristic
One of the necessary requirements to enable cascaded levels of digital logic is that a device
must be able to drive itself. Figure 7-2 shows the circuit and measured voltage transfer
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Figure 7-3: Measured output of a single relay pseudo-NMOS style oscillator.
characteristic (VTC) of a pass-gate style inverter/XOR circuit that demonstrates this prop-
erty. In the plot., the A input is not shown but is swept as the complenent of the A input (10
V - A). As the VTC shows. the device is capable of driving the necessary output voltages
to actuate/dce-actuate a copy of itself.
S 7.1.2 Mechanical Delay vs. Electrical Delay
In Section 6.2.2, we discussed leveraging the difference between mechanical and electrical
delays in motivating our choice of circuit topology. In Figure 7-3, a single relay pseudo-
NMOS style oscillator denonstrates the difference. When the relay is off, the output rises at
a rate set by the RC time constant of the 74 kQ external load resistor and the capacitance
due to the test infrastructure which is estimated to be about 55 pF. As shown in the figure
inset, the mechanical delay can be extracted by monitoring the voltage around Vi (previously
characterized with a DC analyzer) to see when the relay switches oi. The nature of this
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a PGK circuit and (b) a pseudo-NMOS style latch.
particular oscillator experiment is that the gate overdrive (Vd/Pi) when the switch turns
on will always be small which means that the measured delay will be sensitive to changes
in the overdrive voltage. This caused the delay measurements to vary (~25-35 ps) over
successive measurements. When the switch does turn on, the output drops abruptly as
the time constant of the falling edge is set by the relay's on-resistance (Ron) and the same
external load capacitance. Based on the falling edge rate, the RO, is estimated around 1
kQ which would result in an electrical time constant of ~300 ps for a self loaded (gate +
parasitic) capacitance of 300 fF.
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Figure 7-5: Measured functionality of a 2-bit DAC.
0 7.1.3 Circuit Demonstrations
Earlier, the design example used an adder for analysis where the heart of the adder circuit
is the )ro)agate-generate-kill (PGK) circuit. Figure 7-4 shows the measured functionality
of an "' NMOS"' only variation of a PGK circuit along with the functional demonstration of a
pseudo-NMOS style latch. In the first iteration of devices and circuits, the circuit topology
used for these experimental circuits were riot identical to what was discussel in Section 6.2;
only NMOS style devices were used due to some device and test infrastructure limitations
that will be discussed shortly.
In addition to the PGK and latch, a small scale DRAM and DAC were also demon-
strated in [23] and shown in Figure 7-5 and 7-6. The 2-bit experimental DAC shows the 4
output states corresponding to the thermometer encoded levels for the circuit described in
Section 6.4. The 10-bit DRAM is configured like a NAND Flash such that the read delay
out of the memory is determined by td,off of the relay. The bypass path in all of the inactive
rows of the memory are enabled during a read such that the bit-line is only pulled high if the
active row cell holds a "1". The experimental results show a simultaneous read and write
operation; this was enabled by replacing the pre-charge relay with a 100 kQ external pull-
down resistor. Subsequent test chips by the team have also demonstrated the full adder [22],
relays in a CMOS power gating application [140], and multiplier blocks [141].
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Figure 7-6: Measured functionality of a 10-bit DRAM.
N 7.2 Circuit Driven Relay Design
An important part of developing any technology is understanding the needs of the applica-
tion. In the case of MEM relays, this entails understanding the impact- of device parameters
on circuit performance and functionality. In this section, we discuss some of the circuit
insights, both analytic and experimental, that have been used to drive different aspects of
the relay design.
l 7.2.1 Device Layout
As mentioned earlier in Section 7.1, the experimental circuits on the (LICIKRI test chip
were limited to NMOS-like circuit topologies. There were a few reasons for this limitation,
all of which were device layout related.
Vgb VS. Vbg
First, it was observed that there was a significant discrepancy between pull-in voltages
when the body was grounded and a gate voltage was applied versus when the opposite was
performed. In the case when the voltage is applied at the body terminal, the required applied
voltage to close the switch was much higher (>50%). Looking at the original CLICKRI
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Figure 7-7: Measured 1,/ and V, versus drain voltage for (a) the original CLICKR1 device
and (b) a revised, lower parasites relay (CLICKR2). Data courtesy of Rhesa Nathanael and
Jaeseok Jeon.
device layout (Figure 6-2,7-7a)., this can be attributed to the discrepancy in electrostatic
force (Fejc.) generated by just the body terminal to the gate versus the Feiec generated by the
gate structure (including spring arms) to the body terminal and the substrate. Consequently,
circuits that used the body terminal as an input port, such as the XOR. in the full adder
circuit (Figure 6-10), had pull-in voltages that were too high to be used.
Source/Drain Overlap
In the original device layout shown in Figure 7-7a, there is a relatively significant gate-
drain and gate-source overlap area as well. When the body is at- a fixed bias, this causes
a drain/source dependent pull-in and pull-out voltage as shown in Figure 7-7a. As a result
of this, PMOS-like relay devices would have different pull-in/pull-out voltages compared
to their NMOS counterparts for the same source/drain voltages. In the subsequent device
design shown in Figure 7-7b, the gate-drain and gate-source overlap areas were minimized
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Figure 7-8: Example of a device failure from excessive gate current.
to resolve this discrepancy.
Channel Area
As was shown in Table 6.2, Cg is domlinated by gate-to-channel capacitance since the gate
oxide is relatively thin and has a high dielectric constant. So clearly reducing the channel
footprint under the gate will have energy benefits. However, there are functional reasons
to minimize the channel area as well. When the CLICKR1 device was being used in a
source follower configuration. (NMOS pulling up or PMOS pulling down), the channel-to-
body coupling in addition to C and C<. were sufficient to keep the device actuated even after
Yb was reduced to 0. Consequently, the other major device revision shown in Figure 7-7b is
to minimize the channel area and the channel to body overlap area.
Gate Current
One possible way to have overcome some of the layout problems initially would have been to
increase the supply voltage. However, that has its own drawbacks as excessive gate voltage
can cause large gate tunneling currents that can literally burn up the device, as shown in
Figure 7-8. To help alleviate the potential for this sort of failure, later designs that have
access to a via technology would tie all of the gate's anchor points together below the device
such that there would be a distributed path for current.
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n 7.2.2 6T Relays
Figure 7-9 summarizes the evolution of the MEM relays designed for use in logic applications,
including the original cantilever design discussed in [26]. In the most recent generations, the
device in Figure 7-9d was proposed by the device designers as a way to minimize the channel
area. The single dimple on the left was a mechanical stopper to prevent the device from
tilting when landed. While developing the automated layout tool to generate this device,
we realized that the stopper could be replaced )y a second drain/source pair and that this
would add functionality. The resulting 6-terminal (6T) relay device is shown in Figure 7-9e.
The 6T relay halves the number of relays required to implement functions that have comimmon
control signals but different drain/source connections. For the circuit styles used in relays,
this sort of structure occurs repeatedly. For example, Figure 7-10 shows the full adder before
and after using the 6T device. In most cases the 6T relay halves the area, cost and the gate
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extensions to this idea, can, be macie to include additional. drain. source pairs or to design
the device to inmplemnent logic mechanically, "but the basic takeaway is thatt thcre is room for
additional gains if th~e devices and circuits can. be jointly designed.
* 7.3 Compressed Sensing MEM Relay Circuits
As a next step towards p)ushinig the scale of MEM relays, we have designed MEMA relay based
circuits to implement the CS encoder blocks that incorporate all of the previous design and
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experimental feedback. For this design, we use the 6T relay design in a 0.25 pim lithographic
process with device dimensions corresponding to IV=7.5 pm, LA=7.5 pm, V=1 pin. L=5
pm, and g=100 nm. The footprint of the new scaled device occupies 20x20 pn as opposed
to the 120 x 150 pm footprint of the original device (including anchors).
CS Encoder Slice
As a reminder, Figure 7-11 shows one 10-bit measurement slice in the encoder. The test
chip implements several measurement slices of the CS digital encoder using the scaled 6T
MEM relays. The encoder slice is essentially just an accumulator so the 6T adder shown
in Figure 7-10 is used along with a simple MSFF. Figure 7-11 also shows the corresponding
layout, for one measurement slice. In this most recent design iteration, we have adapted
the existing CMOS place and route (IkR) tools to layout the MEM relay design. Again,
since our performance is a weak function of electrical delay and parasitics, the automated
tools do not yet need1 to be timing driven. The matrix is simulated using the Verilog-A
iodel developed by Matt Spencer and estimates the power for a 50 measurement 10-bit
array running at 20 kHz to be about 400 nW running off of a 2 V supply. To put this in
perspective, this is already 5X lower than our CMOS test chip in a 90 nm CMOS process
running off of a 0.6V supply. If the MEMS device and operating voltage can be further
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Figure 7-12: Schematic of the 5-bit 6T reference-less DDR Flash ADC.
scaled (e.g. W=100 nm, etc...) then we would expect to see another order of magnitude or
two of energy irnprovement, which directly translates into battery lifetime.
5-bit Reference-less DDR ADC
In an effort to demonstrate the overall efficiency of the sensor node, we also implemented a 5-
bit version of the Flash ADC architecture described earlier. However, a couple of key design
changes have been made for this implementation. Figure 7-12 shows the block diagram and
component schematics for the ADC. In the sample and hold block, we leverage the 6T device
to enable sampling of the input on both edges of the sample clock with no device overhead.
Along the same lines of thinking, the comparator cell is also enabled for double data rate
(DDR) operation where the second set of (rain/source pairs are used to pre-charge and
evaluate on the negative edge of EVAL. The other major design change is that there is no
resistor string to generate the reference levels for the comparators. Instead, we leverage the
fact that device layout in MEM relays determine the relay's switching thresholds. So to create
the different output levels the comparator bank is composed of relays with )rogressively sized
spring lengths where the Vi and V, of each comparator is linearly skewed from the next.
Thus, there is no static current in the ADC design at all. Again, a practical implementation
of this design will likely require some comparator redundancy and energy overhead to manage
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Figure 7-13: Layout of the 5-bit 6T reference-less DDR Flash ADC.
variations in Vi analogous to those described in [139].
Two separate decoders, which are essentially large multiplexor trees, are used at the
output to capture both conversion streams. To estimate the performance, we again use the
Verilog-A model; the results of simulations show that for a V(- 2 V and f=20 kS/s, the
power in the ADC is roughly 45 nW. For 5-bits of resolution this results in an FOM of
70 fJ/conversion step. Again, this is already on par with state-of-the-art ADCs in CMOS
but at a mininum device size of 1 pm and supply of 2 V, where the energy gains with
respect to CMOS are expected to improve continually with additional device scaling. For
example, even just a 4X dimensional scaling of the device would result in roughly 64X energy
savings putting the FOM in the 1 fJ/conversion step range. Furthermore, since there is no
source of DC energy consumption, this FOM will essentially be preserved as the frequency
is scaled down. The layout of the ADC design is shown in Figure 7-13. Since there is no
reliance on. parasitics, ratioed logic, or electrical delays, the ADC was also placed and routed
automatically which highlights a convenience in regards to mixed-signal design with MEM
relays.
0 7.4 MEM Relay Summary
What we have shown in the last two chapters is that MEM relays offer a unique coibina-
tion of ideal switching characteristics in a CMOS compatible fabrication process. We have
shown that the speed deficiencies of MEM relays can be partially mitigated at the circuit
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design hierarchy by tailoring the design iethodlologies to suit the characteristics of relays.
Meanwhile, projections on relay-based circuits show the potential for greater than 10X im-
provenents over what CMOS can achieve. As we have discussed, early experimental results
have provided invaluable feedback towards refining the relay device design which has also
led to added functionality. Even at the scales of recently fabricated test chips, the energy
benefits for applications such as WSNs where energy, and not performance, is the bottleneck
could be relevant immediately.
0 7.4.1 Challenges
However, there are clearly challenges that still need to be addressed before MEM relays
can become widely adopted. It goes without saying that all of these challenges need to be
overcome and the solutions must be reliable before MEM relay technology becomes widely
utilized in practice.
Contact Engineering
First and foremost, contact engineering remains the next inmediate challenge. Even in the
current devices, the thin layer of TiO2 and native tungsten oxide need to be "broken" through
before aiy current flow is observed through the relay. This process requires a. sufficiently
high voltage (~4-6 V) to breakdown the oxide. Once the relay is operating the tungsten
native oxide begins to forn on time scales as short as a few seconds. This can ramip up the
contact resistance from an initial value of ~1 kM to >10 kW after which the oxide will once
again need to be broken to get any DC connection. Thus, in the long term, there will need
to be a contact solution where either the contact materials do not form insulating oxides or
else a packaging solution where such ain oxide formation can not occur.
Device Scaling
The other clear challenge to making MEM relays relevant is how to reliably scale the devices.
Without scaling, there are limited energy benefits to transitioning to relays. It has been
shown that the energy limits of scaling relays is only determined by the surface forces at
the contacts, and that this limit is many orders of magnitude away from the current designs
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[127]. Most of the concerns associated with processing thin-films, such as residual stress
and endurance, are relevant in regards to scaling relays as well. For example, even though
V' is theoretically determined only by the device dimensions (which should be able to be
defined with high accuracy) residual stress effects such as out-of-plane bending can cause
dramatic changes in ,;lj thus. variations in residual stress will also lead to variations in
device performance and energy. However, the greatest foreseeable obstacle to scaling may
be scaling the gap dirnension. Although it is not a challenge to fabricate sacrificial layers at
sub-20 nm dimensions., reliably releasing the devices at these dimensions is a problem.
0 7.4.2 Future Work
In the context of processing, the challenges described above are not wholly unknown which
lends confidence that the scaling of relay technology is not all that distant.
Design Infrastructure
To take advantage of t he t echnology when it does mature will require a significant support
infrastructure. As we have shown. relavs lend themselves nicely to much of the existing
infrastructure developed for CMOS, but there are some differences in design paradigms that
will require changes. For one. the difference in circuit styles will require synthesis and timing
driven tools with a different set of optimization objectives. Kevin Dwan and Chengcheng
Wang in Prof. Dejan Markovi(s group have already begun this effort. Although a circuit
simulation model for the relays has been developed, this model is still largely analytic and
optimized for a single relay design point. To really predict performance, imore extensive
circuit models that capture mismatch, noise, and device non-linearities will need to be de-
veloped. Along the same lines, tailored parasitic extraction tools and verification tools will
be needed. We have already implemented some rudimentary design rule checker (DRC) and
layout versus schematic (LVS) tools. but eventually we will want to allow designers freedom
in choosing their device dimensions, so mnore sophisticated set of rules will be required.
Relay Circuit Design
What has been presented so far is analogous to the early work in the 1940's and 50's when
transistors were first invented. Although we have presented the design of a number of
circuit sub-systems, these are far from optimized designs. One of the inunediate challenges
is defining a robust clocking strategy that is not limited to tie scale of a relay's mechanical
delay. Basically any CMOS circuits that currently rely on linear gain, or ratios of device
sizes need to find their relay equivalents. As we alluded to with our final ADC design,
the other dimension of designing with MEI relays that we just touched upon is that in
setting the device dimensions, the designer actually has control of the device performance.
This would be akin to being able to select the doping profile and threshold voltage of every
transistor in your design. This additional degree of design freedom should enable even more
energy/performance optimized relay circuit designs.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusions
In this thesis we introduced the use of two new technologies to address the energy consump-
tion in wireless sensor nodes and thius the reliability and cost of WSNs. Since the active
energy of wireless sensors is dominated by communication cost, we first propose the use
of compressed sensing as a generic source encoding algorithm to minimize the data that
must be transmitted. We show that CS, despite being a lossy compression algorithm, is a
more efficient encoder for the same reconstruction performance than lossless source coding
techniques when the data being captured is quantized to moderate resolutions (-8 bits).
Furthermore, the compressed measurements in CS show robustness in a noisy wireless envi-
ronment and are amenable to low complexity error detection schemes that perform nearly as
well as more complex error correction codes. For sparse signals, CS demonstrates over lOX
lower energy cost to communicate the input samples compared to sending the raw quantized
data. We develop circuit models that capture the implementation costs of the CS encoder
with respect to system performance specifications and use these to guide our physical im-
plementation. To demonstrate the practicality of CS for wireless sensor node applications,
we designed and denonstratel a test chip that implements the CS encoding. The test chip
was fabricated in a 90 nmi CMOS processes and consumes 1.9 pW at 0.6 V for operating
frequencies below 20 kHz. Unlike CS implementations that are coded on off-the-shelf signal
processing hardware [142], the CS encoding here is implemented in such a way that the com-
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pressed measurements are calculated on-the-fly for each sample so no additional memlory or
processing (and thus latency) is necessary before the data can be transmitted.
While data compression is an effective way to reduce active sensor cost, this does not
address the energy overhead due to CMOS sub-threshold leakage when sensors are idle.
To address this limitation, we introduced the idea of designing circuits with MEM relays,
whose leakage is negligible. We first) develop a relay circuit desigi methodology that reduces
the performance and area gap with CMOS by over an order of magnitude. To verify some
of the fundamental design concepts and the viability of the technology, we experimentally
demonstrate several circuit building blocks in a larger MEM relay technology. We then
show that in a scaled relay technology, MEM relays can provide a solution that is 1OX more
energy-efficient across a variety of circuit blocks.'
What we have shown (CS) and projected (MEMS) is that both the active (fewer bits)
and idle (Moore MEMS) energy costs of wireless sensors can be reduced by over an order
of magnitude. In addition to extending the lifetime of current sensor nodes to upwards of
a decade, this could also pave the way for self-powered sensor nodes that don't require a
battery at all [143]. The optimistic implication is that WSNs could become cost effective
and pervasive enough to improve energy efficiency across all industries.
0 8.1 Challenges
Despite the work in this thesis (or perhaps highlighted by this thesis) both CS and MEM
relays are still relatively undeveloped technologies. For CS, one important point that we
don't discuss munch is the cost of reconstructing the signal. In wireless sensor applications,
the node really only needs to be concerned with the dat a encoding. The base station, which
is presumably much less energy constrained, is then tasked with reconstructing the signal.
There have been some demonstrations that have shown real-time reconstruction algorithms
'The energy comparisons with CMOS that were shown all assumed that each circuit block was maximally
utilized i.e. the operating frequency perfectly accounnodates the energy optimized delay of the circuit.
However in practice, this is not really possible so if we consider the usage scenarios where there are long
Periods of inatctivit y, then tlie effective eriery cost, of CMOS functional units will continue to grow while
relay based circuits will maintain their energy per operation cost.
running on an Apple iPhone for EKG recovery [67]., so the challenge looking forward is not
one of feasibility but of energy efficiency. The other challenge whose solution is not entirely
clear is how to choose a proper basis for recovery. Again this is a task for the receiver and
one method, as we alluded to is to train the receiver with uncompressed data first. However,
this is probably not the ideal solution so this problem remains an open question.
In the final chapter on MEM relays, we discussed the inmediate technology challenges as
being contact engineering and device scaling. At a high level these both relate to the biggest
challenge for MEM relay technology, which is not speed or energy, but rather reliability. If
MEM relay technology could be made reliable, even at higher operating voltages (say 3-5
V), that would pave the way for some adoption which could help drive the scaling process.
* 8.2 Discussion and Future Prospects
Thus far, we have described both CS and MEI relay technologies primarily in the con-
text of wireless sensors. However, clearly both technologies are not strictly limited to this
regime. For CS, its strengths are in its generality, and encoder hardware simplicity. It is
particularly well suited for applications where there is an imbalance in available resources
that is constrained by data-either energy or bandwidth. For many wireless sensor node
applications, this constraint is energy, but for remote image or video capture, the constraint
may be bandwidth. Also, one thing that should be pointed out is that CS adds an inherent
level of security as the data is already "'scranibled" in such a way that only knowing the
encoding matrix and signal basis will enable signal recovery. However, it is not clear if CS is
well suited for other proposed applications such as cognitive radio or AICs. The data rates
where those applications will be relevant requires the reconstruction algorithm to be efficient
and fast; and until the reconstruction costs are understood, it is not clear if this will be an
energy efficient option.
As for MEM relays., the application space is clearly broad and only limited by the range
of feasible operating frequencies. Although all levels of computation and comimunication
stand to benefit, clearly mobile or embedded applications would have the most to gain
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right now. The other less obvious (and less technical) implication of a VLSI MEM relay
technology, is that it would alter the design model for MEMS and ICs in general. Currently
there are dedicated MEMS foundries, but no fabless MEMS company uses an ojff-the-shelf
process. The reason for this is because their added value is at the device level, which includes
the process flow. Thus, each company develops its own process, but just uses the foundry's
equipment. If MEM relays were to be used as logic, then MEMS foundries would be more like
CMOS foundries today where a single process is used because the innovation is made at the
system level. In turn, designers who were building systems, would find ways to build other
MEMS devices (such as accelerometers, etc..) within this single process since integration
breeds efficiency. This is akin to the development of RF components in CMOS or even more
recently on-chip photonics. Hence, the bigger potential impact for MEMS, besides making
circuits more energy efficient, is that it could enable a new breed of microsystem design
that includes computation, communication, transduction an(h even energy conversion [144]
components all on the same platform.
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APPENDIx A
Modeling Details
N A.1 Analog CS Encoder Power Model
In Section 4.1, a power model for the analog implementation of the CS encoder is presented.
To maintain readiblility, the details of the model derivation were ornitted; the derivations of
those equations are now explained in more detail here.
* A.1.1 Windowed Integrator Noise Bandwidth
The following section describes the derivation of (4.4). To quantify the noise bandwidth of a
windowed single-pole low-pass filter, we assume that the time response of the low-pass filter
(integrator) begins abruptly at time t = 0 and ends one integration period later at t = T.
This is equivalent to windowing the low-pass filter response in time with a rectangular
window of width Ti. Thus, the windowed step response, where the filter's time constant is
T = RC, can be written as:
s (1 - c-t/RC) Lt) - ut - T) (1)
The Fourier transform of the impulse response is then:
1+ jwRC[I - e T 1 /RCC-1wT2 ] (A.2)
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So, to find the noise bandwdith, BWN. we need to solve the following integral:
BW1"N = I Iaj(f
J() 1+- jbf
(A-3)
where a = 2wT, b = 2iRC, and K = e-TIRC. Fhe integral is then solved as follows:
BWVN - J 2 1 Kcos(af) +jKsin(af) |2 df
1 +)212 [(1 - Kcos(af))2 + K'sin (af)] df
[1 K2 - 2Kcos(af)] df
a 1 +b2f 2
1 + K 2  2Kcos(af )
0 1 + b2 f 2  b 2 (1/b 2 + f2)
1 + K 2 2K 
-x bb tan '(bf) b -2 [ia/b
(1+K 2 )7 K na/b
2b b
1 + 2T /RC -2TJRC
4RC 2RC
- (1 - e2
(A.4)
Thus, as the integration time approaches infinity, the noise bandwidth approaches 1/4RC
which results in the familiar total noise of kT/C for an equivalent resistor noise source of
4kT R.
Solution via Parseval's equality
The same result can be found with less effort by invoking Parseval's equality and finding the
differences between the noise bandwidth of the un-windowed response and the time shifted
and scaled portion of the response that is removed by windowing. The corresponding solution
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is as follows:
1 F K2
B = df - df
S1+ b2 f2  0 1 + b2 f2
-ta n-(b fll t an-(b f)l
Lb - b .o (A.5)
- - --
2b 2b
1 _ -2T /RC)
.4RC
0 A.1.2 Mixer Noise
As mentioned in Section 4.1. the prinarv inpact of the mixer, not accounting for non-
linearities, is on the required noise performance of the OTA. The mixer's noise figure (NF)
and conversion gain (GC) can be combined to specify the required input (output) noise power
density at the mixer input (OTA output) per sample, where the NF is the ratio of the input
SNR to the output SNR:
NF = ( SPMI N - N PM,IN) - ( SPMOUT - NWPM,ouT) (A. 6)
SNR 1v SNRou T
where all terms are expressed in decibels (dB). SPM,I is the mixer input signal power,
NPMIN is the input noise power, S PMOUT is the output signal power, and NP,OLrT is the
output noise power. This expression can be rewritten to specify the required input, noise
power:
NP , = NPfI N-+ Gc/2 + NF (A.7)
where the conversion oain has been converted to an equivalent power gain (GC/2 = SPJoT-
SPJIN). If we assume that the mixer bandwidth is wider than the OTA bandwidth, then
we can describe the mixer's output current density as a function of its input current density
(or the output, current density of the OTA). This leads to (4.7) when evaluated for Gc = -3
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(1d and NF = 3.8 dB.
2 VgNoP p
T 10 (Gc/2+NF)/10 (A.8)
= 1.7 -ihT
0 A.1.3 Integrator Output Noise
The output noise lensity of the mixer is the input noise density to the integrator. Since
the mixer is being modulated by a PRBS sequence over N samples, the resulting noise is
a surm of the noise from all N samples where each samflple has a noise bandiwidth that is
I/Nth of the integration period. Including the noise contributed from the sampling switch,
the voltage noise power on the integrator at the end of an integration period is:
2  
-AkT R 2 1H
v y = R2" . G-BW
'0 N (A.9)
+ i77- G' K B
where G - N/fC'L and BIWVN ,/2N. For the switch to act like a good switch, R7,,
should be small while R., should be very large such that the OTA acts like a current source.
Thius, in (A.9) it can be seen that the noise term due to the sampling switch should be
negligible. Finally, the sampled noise on the integrator should be equal to or less than the
(uantization noise of the ADC in order to get the expected measurement resolution from
the ADC which results in the following constraint on the integrator output noise.
y2
12 -G BW DDA* G~~hI' < 1 I) (A. 10)
-~ 12-22B,
0 A.1.4 Amplifier Power
Since the integrator noise is dependent on the mixer noise which is dependent on the OTA
noise, the constraint in (A.10) also produces a constraint on the input referred noise (Cni,)
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Figure A-1: Dependence of integrator voltage on the number of accumulated samples.
of the OTA. We can start by rewriting (A.10) in terms of the mixer output current noise
density and reshuffle the terms to get results in terms of OTA and system parameters.
y~r2
1.7. iOTA GIBIWN 12 2 2B,
1.7- G BNv * 
- 12 2 2B!,
Gc2 V210.85 -N - ' -v 2 fs < -DDA
f12 2 2B" (A.11)
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In (A.11), GA represents the total in-band gain from the input of the OTA to the input of
the ADC. The required gain will vary by application and the signals that, are being acquired,
but the general goal is to choose the gain such that the amplified and integrated signal
exactly accommodates the input range of the ADC. However, since we are integrating over
N samples modulated by a PRBS sequence, the variance of the voltage on the integrator
will increase by a factor proportional to N (in the best case). An example showing the
voltage/value on the integrator bank after N samples have been integrated is plotted in
Figure A-la, while the maximum amplitude across the integrator bank is plotted against the
input in Figure A-lb to show how the total dynamic range must increase as N increases.
Thus, at a minimum, the required headroom for the integrated voltage value must increase
by a factor of N to avoid saturating the integrators. Since the supply voltage cannot
change, this implies instead that the input range of the ADC must shrink by N and thus
the quantization noise must likewise drop which results in:
2 < DDAnrms - N . 2 12 B, (A. 12)
Recall that our assumption is that the input range to the ADC is differential, and set at
VDDA, so the instantaneous voltages could vary up to 21VDDA liferentially which accounts
for the additional factor of 4. One could argue that the gain in the signal chain could
merely drop to accomodate this range, and thus not incur the factor of N/4 penalty on noise
power. However, that would assume that all of the noise contril)utions were due entirely
from the input transistors, which even in just the amplifier is untrue. As noted in [98], the
noise contribution from output transistors and feedback accounted for 60% of the output
noise power. Furthermore, such a strategy would require that lowering G,, alone would
sufficiently decrease the gain while preserving the OTA.'s bandwidth, output range, linearity,
etc... For these reasons, the constraint, placed on the amplifiers is that their noise must be
reduced in proportion to the loss in headroom and this constraint is then substituted into
the NEF equation to extract the minimum OTrA power required.
Pamp - M1 - VDDAIamp
N E F 2  (kT )2
= 
2B.BW5-l-VDDA. '2 q
N-G.12 2 2B, 
2  (A.13)
=2.BW .1- M -VDDA -N2. Ek F2
4 UDA q
- G2 NEF 2 7T AT) 2
= 2BW .,7 3M1, - N - 2 2 B 2
VDDA q
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0 A.2 Digital CS Encoder Power Model
In Section 4.2, a power nodel for the digital implementation of the CS encoder is presented.
Toi maintain readability, many details of the delay model and leakage model were omitted.
The basis for those models and equations are now explained in more detail here.
0 A.2.1 Logical Effort Delay Model
In Section 4.2, a LE delay model was used for determining the minimum supply voltage and
transistor sizing in the adder and flip-flops. The delay of the critical path (D) in LE call be
calculated from the following equation:
D = G - H + [ P: G = g f J = 1 hi, P = (pi (A.14)
where gi, hi and pi represent the logical effort, electrical effort and parasitic delay of each
gate in the path. Figure A-2 provides example calculations of these parameters for logic
gates used in a ripple carry adder.
The outpult of the LE model is a delay normalized to the delay of a reference inverter in
the technology of choice. This unit-less delay can be mapped to a, real. delay through the
fanout-of-4 (F04) delay of the technology through the relationship 1 -F04 = 5 .Tr,f where
rref is the normalized delay (D = 1) of the reference inverter which we model with a slightly
simplified version of the alpha-power law delay model used inl [103:
(dDD 1- i vDI)d Ont I'par>Tref d = Tref g - + (A.15)
- g D D Vn - K) "Win w0in )
where Kd and aTd are technology fitting parameters and uet/w n and wpar/wi,, are the elec-
trical fan-out and intrinsic gate delay from (A.14). For each technology, KAd is approximated
as the prodlct RonC, using values from Table 4.1 which approximates the delay of an un-
loaded inverter where woIt/win = 0 and wpalr/win = 2 (parasitic and wiring). In the 90 nm
predictive CMOS process [145], with V, = 0.4 V and a( = 1.3, this results in a Tef = 7.7
ps or a F04 of 39 ps.
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(a) Inverter (b) NAND / Generate (c) XOR / Propagate / Sum (d) Group Generate / Carry
VDD VDD VDD VDD
2 -ol 22Klo-B -- 4 4 -Pi Gi--o 4
A 1 -| 2 G4io-- 4 4 -- Gi:0  i - 4 2 o-
Si Gi:o
B-1 2 Gi. 0-1 2 2 HGi: Gi-- 2g = 1
pa=1 g = 4/3 Pj-i 2 2 hPi Gi-, 2 2 HPi
leak =1
a=1/4 p = 6/3
leak = 1.5 No Inverters w/ Inverters g = 4/3, 6/3,
u=3/16 g = 6/3 g = 9/3 6/3
p=12/3 p=12/3+2 p=8/3
leak = 2 leak = 4 leak = 1.94
a=1/4 a=0.225
Figure A-2: Logical effort (g), parasitic delay (p) and normalized leakage (leak) for logic gate
building blocks with normalized transistor widths used in the adder/encoder: (a) a reference
inverter, (b) 2-input NAND gate, (c) 2-input XOR gate, (d) carry logic.
The critical path of the accumulator includes the delay of a flip-flop; for analysis, a
master-slave flip-flop (MSFF) was chosen whose LE model is shown in Figure A-3. To
account for both the elk-to-Q delay and setup time of the flip-flop, the calculated delay
includes the entire path between the input and output. The resulting timing constraint on
the accumulator is simply:
1
Tref ' (DpFF + DAn),n) < - (A.16)fs
where DEF is the flip-flop normalized delay calculated in Figure A-3 and DADD, is the
critical path of a B-bit adder as lescribed in [1021. To provide a, point of initial analysis, the
adder topology chosen is a ripple carry adder whose normalized delay for a B-bit adder is:
Dripplen = GH) + (B +1 l0g2 N - 1) - Gc Hc + GsHs
Path Eff ort (A 17)
+ P + (B + log 2 V -> 1P
Parasitic Effort
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VDD Clock Nodes: a=1
1a Other Nodes: c=1/4
4L - CLK 1
D 2 D 2 2 2 2 1 Q
CLK 0.5 C 0.5 G = (6/3)(6/3)(1)(1)=4
H = (1)(0.9)(3/2)=1.35
CL 2 2 KP = (0..553)+(l1.5/3)+1+1=9.7
L = 2+0.5+2+0.5+3+3=11
Figure A-3: Simplified logical effort based path effort (F), parasitic delay (P) and leakage
(L) for a master-slave flip-flop (MSFF).
where (G, H, P)p, (G, H, P)c, and (G., HP)s respectively denote the logical effort. electrical
effort and parasitic effort associated with generating the propagate, carry, and sun signals
in Figure A-2. The log2/N term is added to avoid overflow in the accumulators and is
analogous to the headroom required in the analog model.
N A.2.2 Switching Power/Energy Model
For results in our subsequent analysis, thIle nornialized delay results are used to scale VD
until the constraint in (A.16) is just met. This results in the following lower bound on V7DD.
VDD~min(A. 18)I - 2.5 . K - (DFF + DADD,B) ' F
where VDj),j, is used to estinrate the power consumption of the digital blocks. The dy-
nainic power consuiption can be calculated by accounting for all of the gate and parasitic
capacitances at each node in conjunction with the switching activity at those nodes. This
can be captured in the standard equation for dynamic )ower:
Pl = ft - V D- C* G - (JC .,j (A.19)
where Ci, is the capacitance of the reference inverter, and at and C are the activity and
unit-less norialized iio(e capacitance for each gate. These values for a single bit slice in
the ripple carry adder have been enunerated in Table A. 1. So for Al B-bit accumulators
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Table A.1: Switching activity and normalized node capacitance per bit in the ripple carry
adder
Signal (V) Activity Factor (G) Norrmalized Load (CO)
Ai 0.25 6.3
Bi 0.25 6.3
Gi 0.1875 7
Pi 0.25 10
Carry (Gigj) 0.225 9.67
Sum 0.25 6
and XORs operating at the minimum required supply voltage (Vnmnn), this results in a
dynamic switching energy of:
Paceny l 27 - (B + 10g2v A) + 2 1-f- Viri (A.20)
E A.2.3 Leakage Model
One component of energy consumption that LE does not explicitly rodel is the sub-threshold
leakage current. In order to account for the leakage, an additional normalized parameter,
leak, is added that captures the relative leakage current in each gate compared to the ref-
erence inverter. The simplifying assumptions made in determining this parameter are that
the NMOS and PMOS leakage in the reference inverter are the same, and that the leakage
current scales linearly with gate width and the number of off branches. The probability of
the gate being in a certain leakage state is also taken into consideration. So for examnlple,
for the 2-input NAND in Figure A-2b., when the pull-down network is active there are two
leakage paths each with the same drive strength as the reference inverter. Thus, the relative
leakage of the gate iii this state is 2. However this state only occurs 1/4 of the time. The
other 3/4 of the time the pull-up network is active and there is only one leakage path but
with two additional states. When input A is high, the leakage is equivalent to only the
lower NMOS being off and its leakage is twice that of the reference inverter. When the
upper NMOS device is off, then the leakage is determined by the stack of devices. The total
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relative leakage of the 2-input NAND gate is leaknand2 1/4. (2) + 1/2 -(1) + 1/4 (2) = 1.5.
Similar results for other gates are also provided in Figure A-2 and Figure A-3. Like the
delay calculation, the absolute leakage of the (ircuit can be determined from the leakage of
the reference inverter using a similar model as in [103]:
Ileak,ref (IDD) = wnref lcake (A.21)
where twn,ref is the NMOS width of the reference inverter and Ileak is the transistor leakage
per micron of gate width from Table 4.1. 1o/ is the nominal supply voltage for the process
and also the drain voltage at which ILeak was neasured. The paraneter -' is used to account
for DIBIL and n accounts for the sub-threshold slope of the process. Again, we can combine
this with the norinalized leakage parameters for the MSFF, XOR., and adder to arrive at- a
power consuription expression due to leakage:
Pacelnmtea = M - 22.5 - (B + 10g2 V ) + 4] -N1)min -Ileakref(Ionin) (A.22)
where Iheakref (VDD,min) is the leakage of the reference inverter at a supply voltage of Vmin.
0 A.3 Details of the MEM Relay Mechanical Model
This section provides the details regarding the calculation of the key MEM relay parameters.
* A.3.1 Calculating the Pull-in Voltage
To determine pull-in voltage, Vi we can start with the mechanical model in Figure 6-1
which is a second-order system described by the equation
ms = Fiec - bi, - kx (A.23)
where x is the (lownward displacement of the gate, k is the effective spring constant, b is the
damping force. mt is the inertial mass. and F',ec is the applied electrostatic force. The applied
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force is a complex non-linear function of the displacenent, x, for a fixed input voltage, but
if we ignore effects such as fringe fields, then to first order it can be calculated as:
Fe = b (A. 24)
2(o - 2
where co is the permittivity of free space, A is the effective actuation area, 1'b is the gate-
to-body voltage and go is the gate-to-body gap with no applied electrical force. Since the
electrostatic force increases quadratically with displacement while the spring force, kx only
increases linearly, there is a, critical displacement after which the electrical force will always
be greater than the spring force causing the gap to close abruptly or pull-in" [126]. At the
displacement just before this occurs, the net force on the beam/gate must be zero, so this
critical displacement can be found by setting the dynamic terms of (A.23) to zero so that
( 
- kx = 0 (A.25)
2(go- x)2
The second condition that must be satisfied is that the displacement must be at a stable
e(quilibrium point such that small disturbances do not generate positive feedback. This means
that the derivative of the net force with respect to the displacement must be negative which
requires:
() - k < 0 (A.26)
(go - X) 3
Now we can use (A.26) to substitute for k in (A.25) and solve for x.
I/r2 _ (0 1fo A. g, coA 4V),
x
2(go - x) 2  (go - )3
co AV , = g x
go - X (A.27)
2x
9o - X
I
3x -g
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Now su)stituting this value of displacement back into (A.25) we get the gate-to-body voltage
corresponding to this critical displacement, which is Vpi.
V 8 kg0  A.3V,) = - I - 0 (A.28)27 Aco4
In this derivation, the effective dielectric seen between the gate's center plate and the body
electrode is assunmed to be entirely air, but if it is otherwise, then (.0 should be replaced by
some effective dielectric.
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